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rv INTRODUCTION

The 1973 Rehabilitation Act' contained, among its:many rher provi-
.

. .

.
. ,

sions, a requirement'that evaluation standards,be deVised and implemented
.

.

to measure the performance of the VR program,in achieving its mandate.

Over the last four ye;.;4, Be eley Planning Associates (BPA)., under con--

tract to the Rehabilitation ices Administration (RSA), has developed

an integrated standards evaluatipn system. Two distinct sub-systemslwere

dieveloped. One, the propOsed Program Standards EvalUation.System, evaluatei

thefederal-state VR progams. The other, the proposed Project Planning

"and Evaluation System, measures the'effedtiveness of individual projects
v

and program authorities.funded by RSA discretionary funds. 'The-pit:pose*

program Evaluation Standards include eight Ferforiance Standards and

associated data elements and five Procedural Standards and.associated
......r..------

data eleents. Th Performance Standards pertain to service outcomes

(productivity, ef17fctirness, impact5, whpe the Procedural Standirds per-

t,ain to service method and process.(e:g.,.case handling,.data quality).
-

-Duiing the Iast roo Years,.partsof the standards system were pretested

in six state VR agendy model eialuation units (ICUs) in

sylvania, Delaware, and. Virginia combined.agencies, and in

blind agency. The primary emphasis in.this pretest of the

ation"StarAards was on the new data collection instrumenis

to the standards and associated...data elements. r

-The progrmmistandardS System,is a system for,evaluating and managing

parts ofthe V.R.system. Ibis report is the second of fourmolumes of

the Final Report on the Vocational Rehabilitation Program Standards

Evaluatioh System. 'Voliime I repOrts the findinge of the pretest, VOlume

III, the Guidance Materials, contains detailed instructions on the.stand-

ards andftheir data elements; including special information requixements

"and forms.. Volume rv, Training Materials, is designed as a series of

training modules on the. material contained in Voluies t - III. This

report, Voirmse II, outlines the uses.of the standUrds and,presents the

standards Analytic.Paradiim, showing"how Ihe Standards SuOort state.agency

the Oregon, Penn-

theMississippi

-Program gcalu-
i

end on revisions

, 00\ or.
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decision-making and point to specific actions for program improvement or

change:

The purposes of the program standards system are, simply:

to make*\ayailable information on the achievement of state

V.R agencies with respect 1 VR goals as Ipasured by the

standards data elements; and, more .importantly,

to guide.the behavior of state VR agencies toward greater

adhievemeni-on those standardi' data elements; as well as

to identify possible prpblems and corrective actions, when-

ever vote VR agencies,are unable to reach, their achievement

objectives. .

The revised standards syitem thus.ishdires with the currewe standards

system the purpose'of providing information to RSA, to the state-VR agen-

cies, and to other/interested parties sUchas OMB'and Congress on the

achierement of the state VR agencies. Current achievement and.historical

statistics will be provided ia the VR program as.a who and pit each '

-state VR agency.

What is new about,the revised standards system is thi't it is oriented

tá guiding the behavior of the state VR agencies ivnew directions, not .

just-reporting"on'past behavior. The relrised tandards system-ds-pros.-

pective, not retrospective, oriented to suggesting airedtions for,future

behavior and not)ust to.reporting on past behavi . By letting oblectiyes

.far each siate VR agency to achieve on each of the standards.data elements,

sistem can be guided in the direstions'that RSA and the states want

to go, -The overall direction of the VR grogram thus can be changed, as

can the achievement of paiticular state VR agen ies.

: Theyaradigm of the system is concerned with g problematic

attainment, investigating possible-piablems-1- and identifiing^corrective

,

-"sr

actions.
4.

What is also very unique,about the revised standards system is that
s-

it-dais not stap when a state VR agindy fails.to meet its objective on a

particular standard iata element. Instead, in'the'revis4d standards system,

the decision slipport systemadentifies possible .piobIem an corrective'

\actions.. This Is;,stem is designedto 'enable program.managers io quickly
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identify wnether possible problems can be,identified yr whether further

evaluation is required.

THE PROGRAM STANDARDS EVALUATION SYSTEM

p.

.

The Program Standards Evaluation System has several components, iS

shown in Figure 1:

Standards and Data Elements. 'A set of eight.Performance

Standards and five Procedural Standards, with associated

data elements, measure the rehabilitation goals and functions

o the VR promm, with respect to coverage, placement rate,

cost-effectivenelS, impact:of client services, compliance,

data quantity, and the ProcesS.of service.delivery. .

Process far Setting Obfectives. A process for setting

objectives for each state Vkagency on each of the-standards

data elements provldes clear expectatians,for achievement,

.expectations that are setin canjunctianWith etOh agency..

Reporting System. A repoiting system presents the levels ._ . _

of achievement of state VR agencies on the measures of the

goals and. function of the VR system which are captured in

the standards dataAlements... Information on past achieve-
, c

ment, the achieveient of other state Viagenoies, the com-

ponents.af the-data elements)And on informational data

elements are also presented.

Ditia-based Decision Support,System. Possible reasons for prob-

lematic 'attainment of a particularltate VR agency on a partic-

ular data:element are identified, either through inirestigation

by pi.Ogram managers or through further evaluation research.

In addition, corrective actions are identified for-each pos-

:sible problem.
dB,

As- can be sten from Figure 1, a3i. faur of these components are oriented

to the management of the federal-st e VR Program and to the measurehent

of'achievement Of VR goals.

1.
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Figure t

The Program Standarai Evaluation System

Management of the

VR System

4.

S.

4
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THE GOALS'OF THE VR PROGRAM

The standards were developed after a careful investigation of all the'.

possible candidate areas VR client service program. RSA has,issued

a Variety c goais over the caurse of its existence. These goals haVe

appeared,in such publications as the RSA FarWird Plan, short..and'loni

range plansi_ Information-Memorandaand so on. The currentgoils of the

RSA program stress the importance of job development,and job placement.
1

The program standards will improve the management information available

on placement, since many of the.data elements measure specific dimensiOns-
,

of the quality of client placements (e.g., cOmpetitive empleyment, wage

level). The VR program's coverage of clients eligible for ieriVes, and

the effectiveness and efficiency Of the prOgram in placing clients in

meaningful jobs is the focus.of the program standards. The procedural

standards add some,additioral compliance measures.

One point to note concerns the potential users of the standards sys-

tem. The goals' mentioned above were set out by the Commissioner as pri.

orities for-the.federal rehabilitation agency:. One might mistakenly alSuke

that. Sinde:the,standards aperationalize,those goals, the- standards informa-

tion system is of'use only to.RSA. To speak plainly, nothing could be

further front-the truth. First, since the basic VR pros= is a,state-federal

partpeiship, the goals set out far the federal agency by the Commissioner

apply to the rehabilitation ptograms operated by states. Second, it iS

ieithet intended nor'desired that states be frozen out of the procesies,

embodied within the standards sYstem, nor that theisystent should have

little relevance or use'by states in their management processes. In fact,

the opposite is true., We, hape tnat theestandards system will provide

states'with performance measures whiáh contribute to their managenent

capabilities by. defining the objectives of a quality program. -In addition,

the standards system should Ite useftil to state-managers, since performance

expectations cah be applied, to sub.state uni'ts (districts, counselors,

1Besides Job Development,and JobPlacement, the other priOrity areas

are: Internal Management, Facilities, IWRP/IEP.Linkages, Deaf-Blind
Program, and Learning Disabled.

12
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Offices) by-state agency.danagers. ThiiLof course, would be it the option

of*tite (S,states. Othbr rrelari Aate-VR agency-sfic goaie and func-
. . .

.

-tionst-twill.akso continue to exest aneto also guide the behavtor of 'the

state VR agency.
0 . . .,

...
THE rANM.YTIC PARADIGM

, . . : :

a

1

Webster's Dictionary-defines the word 1:paradigm" as "tux outstandingly
*. . " .

. 'clearvor typical example or archetype." Our purpose in this report is tr, :
.

. h ,'
. I

provide just such an exanple.r- an example of a.specific set of actiVities
., .z.

.. which form,the completestem.:. Specifically in the pages which kolldw-
I ) ,

'we set out the broaa outlAes,of the analytic paradigm. for mapaement use

. i
afthe Frogrie StandardS'Evaluation Systei, That is, we diSciisS the "tyPica:l."

waywhich information tietained,through the Operation of the standards

system can be analyzed and acted upon by VR program management: The stan--

dards system itSelOresints the means td An end: through iiplementation

of the standards system we enhance the "manageaility" of the program. The
- .

end goal is to improve prograd performance- thrtlugh the means ,of enhanded,

- manageability. The purpose of the analytic paradigm ii to guide" the man- --

-agemeiii use of the program Standards system, to tie the- information to

corrective actions, to planning and to policy-diking,:\The standaids alone
4.

will not serve the purpose e improving performance; it is through the use,*
Of these measures in program man ement that the vals of the program can

be achieved."

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REP1R1'

Our purpose here, then,,isto lay.t>aroundwork for a Zomprehensive

system for analyzing informitien. obtained froF the standards system, and

for acting an that information to direct the irogram in the archieviment

of VR goals. In order to do this, the analytic paradigm presents:

the Program Evaluation Standards anctastociated data
,

elements -- indicators of-successi in dthieving VR

placement goa4s;

the relations among the Program- Standards;
, A

the options available for setting expectations on those

indicators; and:a recommended'process;

13
ii
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ltedecision supPort systvor for investigating the causes

of problematic attainment and for'identifYinf corrective

actions;' 4

the syste0 for'reporting achiement/and fof idtantifyin

and exploring prObleiitic attainment; and

to, program manageis' fise-Of.the compopents,of the Program
.. .

.

Standardscgialuation System. . ,:.

1In Chapter/7r, We discuss theproposed standards anckdata elements,- .

and their.relation to the goals and functions'of the' VR program. Both the

'PerformanCh Standirds and the Froceduial Standards are discussed.

3ec;use.of the large number of deasuxes of the'VR progrtm contained

ia the-stihdardslata elements, Chapter III is concerned with the relations

between the staWalfds dat& elements and with the problems those relations;
-

cause. First, theenpirical relations among several measures of-perfor-
. _
,, .

mance are examined. Then, some poegible approaches to the problems caused
(6 ( .

1

by the relations among the standaf'ds afe.presented. Finally, th% impli7A

.

datiOns of contimuihg wit,h multip-le measures are pointed out.

In Chipter rt, the process for-setting objectives vis7a-vis the

rstandardfis discussed. Having 14ientified and operationalized the measures
r

,.ofthe-goals'and functions, of the VR , we need a systelvfor setting
.

. .

e objectives which take4 into.account such things as the confliCts among
- ,

goa1 s1 the levels of,attainment which are reasonable to expect, given the

current resources, practices, priorities, and technologies; and methodo-

logical soundness of measures of effectiveness. First, the question of

whether theie,should be objectives is raised. Three existing methods for

seiting objectives are.described, and a new propostl forsetting objectives
c

' is pui forth..
,

In Chapter V, we discuss in detail the prOtedbres which should be.

undertaken to identify titer causel.:of' problematic attiinment and Corrective

actions. This component is called the data-based'decision support system.
-,

This system provides RSA and.the state VR agencies'with an approach to

investilatiug the causes of Unsatisfactory attkinment and,far idereifying

correctiv actions. This chaPterfis organized ts follows: a*generaf /
model of the thinking process that maangers would undertake to investigate

,

the causes of problematic attainment it presented first, and two examples
4,

4-
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of how the thinking process,wOuld be applied to data on the revised stan-
.

dards are exen next. Finally, there is a review of techniques that

might.be employed in those cases where additiOnal research is needed.

Chapter:NI explains the repOrtiag system for the standards:\ The

information to be contained in xhe System is identified, as are the kinds

of reports and displays to be generated.
.

_ .

,

I
..., Chapter VII presentl an overall of the management use of the Program.

Standards Evaluation Systat and some suggestions for)implementation.

,,io II

,

Appendix A iacludes the detaXed decision support Tables and Displays
%

k

far standaids data elements. Appendix B reviews a number of alternative
, i I

#proachets-to the setting of perforiante levels. ,

%

A

1 5



ki
I. THE PROGRAM SiMDARDS AND DATA ELEMENTS

4 This 9hapter introduces two types of standards, which mate up tTe

program standard's system: There are eight performance-standards, which

include,data'eléments to measure_specific aipects of'agen9Y performance.

oTheseare numerical measures 9f aspects of agency coverage, efficiency,

and progrma impact.. In ad4ition', there are five procoduriistandards

coverinA areas of program compliance with regulations'which are important

to ass116 service quality. "ihe revised standards'and
,
their data elements

4 '

are shown in Table 1.

The-development of these,revised program standards and associated data

elements was the reiult of a contract with the Rehabilitation Services

Admigicilml'(RSA). 'This development was the result of a: iechnicil and

politica/ process, which includei:

,reviewing'previous work on standards for-the VR program,

incl g the. New Orleans Report, and the work of the Urban

teand JWK;Inc.;

.revieiring the existing.standards, those published in ihe

Fed,ral Register December 19, 1,075;

gaiherinereactions and recommendations'of-selected state

agencies;

depicting various conceptual approaches to standards devel-

opment andof various criteria forlstandards development;

listingsaididate areas for the selection of standards,'Ilong

with recommendations for revised standards, using the concep-

tualapproaches and criteria far justification;

chaoaing data elements to associate with each standard based 1

on:the criteria developed;

e. involving RSA staff and member; of the special CSAVIi advisory

.cöMmittee in each.stage of the development; and

440
iretesting the standards and their.data requirements in six

Model Evaluation Units (aUs).

16
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Table 1

,VR PROGRAM STANDARDS AND DATA ELEMENT'S: FINAL RECOMMENDA)rIONS'.-

PERFORMANCE STANOARDS AND1DATA ELMENTS

1. Coverage,

VR shallserv,e the maximum proportion of the potentially eligible tauet
,pbpulation, subject,to the level of federal program funding and prioilties

, among clients. .,
,.

" A .

.,

,

(i) Clients served per lomoa pepulation

(ii) Percent severely disabl4served.

2. Cost-Effectiveness and Benefit:Cost Return.

The VR prdgram shall use resources in a tost-effective manner-and show a '

positive return to socIety of iavestment in-Vbcational rehabilitation of
-

disabled clients. '

(i.) Expenditures per competitively employed closure

(ii) 3Expenditure per 26 closure

iii) Ratio 9f total vg beneflts to total Vg Costs (benefit-cost ratio)

(iv)_ Total net benefit frccrVR services -(discounted,net presdnt value)
*

3. RehlUiliiation Rate

I.

VA shall maximize the number and proportion of clients accepted-for services-
who are successfu/ly rehabilitated, subject to the meting of other

(i) Percent 26 closures

-Annual change in number of 26 Closures

4. 'Economic Independence

'Rehabilitated clients shall evidence economic independence.

(i) Percent 26 closures with weekly earnings at/above federal mi4imum wage
1

(ii) Comparison of earnings with competitively employed 26 closures tp
earnings of employees in state

S. Gainful Activity
,

There shall be maximum placement of rehabilitated clients into competitive
I :employment., Noncompetitive closures shall represent an iliprovement in

gainful actfvity for the client. - . V',

(i) P.ercent.26 closures competitively emploYed
,

, 11
(ii) P cent competitively employed 26 closures witb hour y earnings at/abovie

federal miniium wage

(iii) Percent noncompetitively employed 26 closures'showing improvepent in
function and life status (implement after FAI/LSI pretest)

t



Table -I (continued) -

a

6. Client Change

Rhilitated clients shall evidence vocational gains.

Cotparison of earnings before and after-VR-services

(In additian, changes Ln othpr statuses4 and functioning ability,
when such measures become available) . -N

7. ..Retention

Rehabilitited clients,shall,w benefits of.VR services.

(i) Percent 26 clo aining earnings at follow-uv ---

(ii) Comparison of 26 closures with public assistance as primary source
of sdppart at closurerand follow-up

.
'..

.

(iii) Percent noncompetitivelx employed 26 closures retaining closurt
skills at follow-up' (implement.after FAI/LSI pretest),

8. Satisfaction

Clients shalI;b4 satisfied wlth the VR program, and rehabilitated clients
shall appriise VR services as uieful in achieving mid maintiining their .

--vocational)objectives.

(i) %

OA)*

Percent closed dlients satisfied with overall VR,experience-

Percent closed clients satisfied with: counselor, physical .

restorAtionOob training servicis, placement iervices

Ciii) Oerseni 26 dlosures judging servides receiveeas useful in
oimaining their jobihomemaker situation ar in current perfariance
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\
PROCEDURAL STANDARDS ,

.t

, 9. R-Z00 Validity el Y .* 4 .

Information collected on clients by the R-300,a14 all data reporting

systems used by RSA sh.all be valid, reliabie, aacuraze, and complete.

,ON

r

10. Eligibility
.

. ) %
. 4 ', .

Eligibility decisions shall be based on accurate and sufficient diagnostic
information, and VR shall continually review and evaluate eligibility

.
decisions to ensure that decisions are being made in accordancwith laws

and regulations. .

,

M. Timeliness

VR shall ensure that eligibility decisions and client mbvement through the
VR process occmc..in a timely manner appropriate to the needs and capabilities

of the.Clients.

12. ITIRP

VR shall provide an Individualiied Written Rehabilitation Prograi for each

agplicable cilient and VR and the client shall be accountable to eaCh\other*

for complyjng with this agreement.

%

15, Goaa Planning

Counselors shall make an effort to set realistic goals for clients. Compre-

hensive consideratioA must be given to all factors in developing appropriate
vocational goals =a that there is a maximum of correspondence between gpals
and outcomes: competitive goali should have competitive outcomes and nom-

competitive-goals should have noncompetitive outcomesil-

4

p.

.;;I.

010
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The delationshilis of.specific standards to VR program goalt are shown

in Table 2. The system purposely does, not include measures of inputs (e.g.,

what kind of VR counselors are hirea, what kinds,oi.services are'prescribed),

operation:of related agency subsystems (facilities, CAPi, mobility training),

or measures of financial:operations (budgetary systems, linandial managements

informition systems). Thus the performance aneprocedural itandards'data

elements are mostly oriented to'measuring the.performance of.VR agencies

tin helping.iadividual cli4nts; they leave the decisipn of how to achieve

these performance goals to individual agencies And VR giunselois.

. Ln this chapter, we will first review' the performance standards and

their data elements. For each of the- standards, the data elements will. .

be defined and discussed. Following the plrformince standards, the five

procedural standards are introduced and describ*ed.

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Below, each of the eight performance standards is discused as to,

rationale.
1
The section defines eadh data element used: at &measure of

a standard, and describes the components of each measure. (In a later

sectiaa, pages 35%-4, each of the procedural standards will'be'reviewed

as well.)

ti1The Pretest volume arso reviews outside commen on the standards

and dita elements, as well as responses to those comments. Moretedis,cussion .

of the' weaknesses of each standard and the data element is also tontained.

Alsoo there is an analysis of the data from tile six MEUs, The Guidance,

volume summarizes the final 'recommended form and data sources for the system.

20
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Ta

etween Standa

I I 2

s and Goals of VII'

.-t

I .

Standard

Performince

1. Coyerage

2. Cost Effec-
tiveness and.
Benefit/Cost.

3. Rehabilitation
Rate

4. Economic'

Independence

S. Gainfpl
ActivIty

6. Client 6ange

7,..Retention

'8.'Satisfaction
,

rocedura/

9. Da Validity
and eliability

10. Eligibility
Determination

11. Timelinegs

12. IWRP

13. Goal Planning

Coverage

"b.

Goals

' Quality'

,Efficiency ind Impact

%v.

of VR

Compflance
Data
Quality

ft

Process

x

rIgN.
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STANDARD 1: .VOCATIONAL REHABILXTATION SHALL SERVE THE MAXIMUM PROPOR-

e TION OF TRE POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE TARGET POPULATION,'SUBJECT

TO THE LEVEL OF FEDERAL PROGRAM FUNDING AND-PRIORITIES AMONG

CLIENTS.

4 ..

i . ,( ,t

e
%,

. Data Elements: (i) Clients served per 100,000 population
_

(ii) Percent severely disabled served

This standard addresses coverage, or-the extent to which the voca-
,

tional rehabilitation prIgram is serving the eligible iarget population.
. I

The nee4 to ensure accessibility of services to all the eligible disabled-

is of paramount importance to RSAand-the states. Given this standard's .

fOcus, wefeel that it fits in well with the cost7effectiveness goal. On

it fice,.the standard is concerned with the "effectiveness" aspect`of-:

the cost-effectkveness questions: increased service coveraget of the eli-

gible population is one indication of increased effectiveness an the part

of a state agenpy. In faCt, coverage represents,one of ihi most Oasic

aspects of a progran's effectiveness.. Alone, this sting:Lard ignores

considerations of the quality- of the coverage*(i.e., the appropriateness

and utility of the proiram's act.ivities in the clients' behalf, and the

Clients' service outcomes). HOWever, these consideraiions are addressed
A

by other-standards.

DATA ELEMENT 1 (i): CLIENTS SERVED PER 100,000 POPULATION

Although this data element aoes not provide etrue estimate bi the

level of coverage.of eligible target population, it does, howeiver, pro-

vide a proXy measure of the size of the target by using the
. -

overall state population. If estimating the targ t-popul4cign.werea

straightforward matter, this proxy would not be desirable or needed, but

given the need for lang-term developmen of an acceptable target popula-

tion measure, this proxy serves a potentially useful purpose. Also, it

is used now by state agencies, and ttius it has some management utility

amd validity as a performance measure. The form for the element is as

follows:

* strved.in a given year
state population (.in 100,000's)

23
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4

DATA ELEMENT 1 (ii): PERCENT SEVERELY bISAB,LED SER,ED

The proportion of severely disabled witfiin a caeload can reason-

/ably be expected vi impact negatively on a ltite ageAcy's total voluMe

(i.e., caseload size) and on its costs. With.a high turnover of severely

disabl/ed clients, time in process would.be expected o increase and coun-

_
selor capacity decrease, thus decreasing a program' .caseljoad volume poten7

tial;' that is, a decrease Lm coverage. To effectively assess,coverage,

the proportion of the caseload tha't(is severely'disable4 must be taken
)

into account. Further, given the legislative importance attached to sex-
-

vice to severely disabled, it is most appropriate to include this data

,

ar

element under the standard on coverage of the eligible'client population.

s.

# severely disabled served in a.given year
.' total it served in a given year
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STANDARD 2: THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PRO'GRAM SHALL USE RESOURCES

IN A COST-EFFECTIE MANNER AND SHOW A POSITIVE RETURN TO

SOCIETY OF INVESTMENT IN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF
DISABLED CLIENTS. a

DatA Elements: (i) Expenditure per competitively employed 26 closure

(W. Expenditure per 26 closure

(iii) Ratio of total VR beneiits to total VR costs (benefit.-

cost ratio)

(iV) Total net benefit from VR services (discounted net

present value)

This standard is the ane most Obviously related to the program's

cost-effeEtiveness goal. TWo issues are addressed by this standard. The

first is the issue of cost-effectiveness: with the fiaancial resources

availkee to the state (ar sub-region, ordistrict,,or counselor) , how

successfully did it achieve desired objectives? Tbe second issue revolves

around cost-benefit Concerns (i.e., "return am iavestment"1. Specifically,

the standard asks the question: Are we- getting more ott of the program

thaa we put iaT Currently, benefits fram the program are measured

primarily in monetary terms Ze.g., in terms ariages earned, taxes. paid,

and public. assistance foregone). Unfortunately; this "hard-nosed" monetary

focus omits consideration of'many of the other benefits.derived fram

(e.g., iacreased fuactional capaciiy). Work is-well underway to develop

methods for taking such benefits iato account.
1

In the iaterim, however,

monetary cost-benefit measures will-cantinue to be important, particularly
- _

ia the current era ofbudget caaf straiats aad iatensifying scrutiny of

governmental activities. As such, RSA can profit fram use of a cost-benefit

measure ia terms ofpublic.relatians value, as well as in terms of improvlag

its own self-evaluation capacity.

Many Oifferent cost-effectiveness data eleients were considered in the

design of the Standards. Essentially, any data element requires in the

denominator a measure of program achievement and ia the numerator some

measure of resources of the kind which the agendy is particularlk anxious

This work has been recently completed by the Texas Institutefor
Rehabilitatian Researdh (TIRR). The TIRR Final Report entitled "A Benefit--
Cost Model for the State/Federal Rehabilitation Program" is available from

ISA.

25.
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to use efficiently. We chose total expenditures for the.numerator because

it overcomes various accounting problems, for example, "what is a Service

cost" and-Nhat is a counselor FTE?" The denominators were chosen
4

because of their relatively universal acceptance'as measures of "success."

Benefit-cost models estimate total benefits and total costs-in terms

of dollars. These models'are neutral with-regard to type of delivery

strategy. As such they do not penalize agencies which chOge to spend

more per client in order to produce better results. Any Cost..effectiveness

measure, an the other-hand, focuses on rewarding states which iinimize.costs

in achieving a,given obiective. Units of the outcome measure are assumed tO

be equal ikvalue, i.e., ane,rehabilitation (26 closure ) is as ood as any

other rehabilitatian. In arder to affset these limitations, it S required

that the-outcome ar benefit measure be ane which decision-makers are pre-

pared to view ai having high value and Units of equal-value.

DATA ELEMENT 2 (i): EXPENDITURE PER COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED 26 CLOSURE

sta element compares total agency expenditures to the number of

competitively emplayed 26 closures. It applies the most stringent criteria

to the measurement of cost-effectiviness.by_focusing aft.anly those-26-

closures who are competitively employed. Such a priority.:may not in.fact

be deiired, particularly given the recent emphasis on forvice to the

severely disabled. However, we included this data element because we feel

that, historically and even today, a consensus exists that dompetitive

employment is one of the higher quality and most desirabletypes of closure,

obtainable. The farm for this element is as follows: .

total agencz expenditures
# competitively employed 26 closures

DATA ELEMENT 2 (ii): EXPENDITURE PER 26 CLOSURE

This cost-effectiveness measure-ielaxes the measurement,criteria

somewhat to allow "credit" for ali types of rehabilitations.. It recognizes

that same clients are not capable of achieving competitive'employment and

that other empla'myent outcomes can represent achievement commensurate,with

.26
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a client's abilities. This data element compares_total agency expenditu;as

to all 26 closures, thus capturing the effect of gainful'activity, whether

it lies in the realm of tompetikve or non-competitive employment. The

farm for this element is as follows:

total ageney einenditure
# 26-closures

DATA ELEMENTS 2 (iii) AND 2 (iv):

(iii) RATtO OF TOTAL VR B

(iv) NET ToTAL BENEFIT

FITS TO TOTAL VR COSTS'(BENEFIt-COST RATIO)

OM VR SERVICES .0ISCOUNTED.NET PRESENT VALUE)

These two data°elements ace verysimilar in concept; therefore, they

will be'discussed.together. The farns of these data elementi are shown '44

-below.

Data. Element 2 (iii):

-Data-Element 2 (iv):.

.

AtAtiw
Beneirt=cost modeling of social service delivery systems enjoys cur7

rent wide acceptance as a measurement tool. Its.use extends cqntidersbly

beyond the VR field. The figures proVtded V benefit-cost annis
.0k4-

a sin lenumber, which is an immediate indicator of program success,

Becie of its surface simplicity, and because it iS +a popular sophisti

cated analytic tool far evaluOing pregraF woith;'thebenefit-cost,of the

VR system is included as a standard. .

As a reviik,far the National.Sciencejaundation'has noted; benefit*

cost applications in the VR field'are more extensive'and have generally been

'more sophisti'cated (or at least at a higher level of technicai'quality)

thin in most other social service and manpowerprogram areas.l there are

benefits
costs

Benefits 4 Costs

4ir

1Berkowit: and Anderson, PADEC An Evaluation of an Experimental

Rehabilitation,kroject,Rutg Universty, 1974.
.r ,
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a nuFher of-models available for use. In one case; RSA dommissioned the

development,of a model for routine use by the 'Program, which was designed

to be miaPtable to the needs of many users (i.e., state agencies, RSA con-

tracted evaluation studies, RICitself) and to be capabls of periodic up-

dating and refinement as new data became ayailable. That model, developed

at the University of Califarnia, Berkeley and subsequently refined by SPA

staff, has been used by RSA, several state agencies, the Urban Institute,

Abt Associates, National Analysts, and Greenleigh Associates, among Others,

usually under RSA recommendatian.1 This model is the basis for the two

data elements proposed far use S.n measuring the costs:

(Benefits)
a. Benefit-cost ratio

(, Costs )

b. Discounted net present value'(Benefits-Costs)

Both of these formulae use the'lsocial discounted" present values of

benefits and =SU, and both'use the smne components to:arrive at benefits

and at costs. These components, in brief, are as f011ows:

Befiefits

discounted value of paid earnings;

change in output of homemaker closuresi

change in output of unpaid family workers;

change in "after hours work" (e.g., homemaking tasks per-

formed by wage-eirning rehabilitants);

fringe benefits;,

change in output of families of rehabilitants (as a result

ofrehabilitants assuming homemaker tasks);

reduqtions in public assistance benefits;

repeater costS-(a "negative benefit"). .

4/

1Frederick C. Collignon ami- Richard Dodson, Benefit-Cost Analysis of

Vocational Rehabilitation Services Provided to Individuals Most Severely

Handicauped (ISMH),. April 1975.

,
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Costs

total program costs durihgthe fiscal year, minus carry-

over costs and maintenance tosts;

costs borne by parties other than VR; t

research,:training, and demonstration, costs;

beneflts.foregone by clients during Tarticipation in VR,

services (i.e., ad waie and fringe benefits foregone by

clients with earnings at.referral); and

client-borne -costs for VR serviCes.

The ratio. (B/C) provides a.measure of the relative valuer of benefits

.to costs. This measure standardizes tHis comparisan, and can be used for

comparinivalues across programs, states, ar sub-state areas. The benefit-

COst ratio is often uset in legislative reporting. B/C caa also be usei

to observe thange over time within, a single agency. Our understanding of

program gain is increased by looking not only'at the relative magnitudes

of benefits and costs, but at their absolute difference is well. .

The net benefit measure (i.e., B-C) is the preferred apgroach of

economists. It is very sensitive to the scale of program operation: ia

the mai* of VR, for example, larger-agencies would prodtice.greater total

het benefits than small agencies, simply because of their larger caseloads.

Thus the measure is inappropriate for comparing icrosistate agencies, but

is useful for observing change over time within an agency.

:-.
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# STANDARD 3: VA SHALL'MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER AND PROPORTION OF CLIENTS
ACCEPTED FOR SERVICES WHO ARE SUCCESSFULLY REHABILITATED,
SUBJECT TO THE MEETING OF OTHER STANDARDS.

Data Elements: (i) Percent 26 closures

(ii), Annual change in number of 26 clostires

Traditionally,success in VR has been measured by the number of 626

closures," or successful rehabilitations Obtained. The VR goal is to

rehabilitate clients, and to ignore that goal in the standards system

would be.a serious and uncomfortable omission. VR does need to know how

many individuals it successfully serves and must have encouragement to

rehabilitate as many persons in need as possible.

-15.ATh ELi4ENT-3 : PERM-fa-CLOSURES
M.

--- This data element provides,a straightforward measure of an agency's

. success in rehabilitating the clients'it accepti for seririces. The data.

./
element.focuses an the proportion of clients accepted.for service (i.e.,

wbO Fe successfully rehabilitated.

4

* of 26 closures
* of26+2S+30 closures

:.`

-Dk'A ELEMENT 3 (ii): ANNUAL CHANGE IN NUMBEi OF 26 CLOSURES

This data elepent attempts to assess an agency's success in maximizing

the number of clients acaepted for services who are successfully,rehabilitated.

The measure uses the state agency's priorperformanOe. as a baseline for

determining success in "maximization"': that_is, -an agency is judged to
A

halite maximized the,number of rehabilitants if it has increased the number -

of 26 closures by some previously specified amount. 'That `von= will have

been set by the state agency.

-

(*-of 26 closures in'current year) -
(if of 26 closures in previous'year)'

3o
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STANDARD 4: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE_ .

Data Elements: (i) Percent 26pclosures with weekly"earnings at dr

above federal minimum wage

(ii) Comparison of earnings of competitive employed.

26 closures to earnings-of employees in state

VR's most basic purpose is to assist disabled persons in finding'

gainfUl employment. The extent to 41lich clients improve their ability to

be economically self-sufficient (i.e.., "independent") through gainfUl

employment is a-funiamental.concern of VR.

Achievement of economic independence'is ane facet oi:cloSure qualit)r,

-of interest to VR, and thus,this standard is included in that group of

r

standards concerned with the quality of services; however, "economic inde-

pendenceu means,different things depending on the type of 26 closure

obtained. Thus, a. variety of data.elements are needed to capture the

cot cept.

rn addressing the-measurement af increase in economic independence far

clients rehabilitated, the logical place to look is to wages-and wage

increases. Two datl elements are used to assess wages41-comparison to

the national standard (the minimum wage) and comparison to state norms.

DATA_ELEAEfr 4- (i): PERCENT OF 26 CLOSURES WITH WEEKLY EARNINGS AT OR

ABOVE THE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE 7'

When attempting the measurement of economiq independence for rehabil-

itatei clients, particularly in competitive employment, the lógical place

to:look is to wages. The first data element far this standead compares

the.wages of wage-eerniai rehabilitants to the "standard" of the federal

minimum wage: There are state minim= wages that may be higher than the

federal wage, and not all employers must pay federal minimum wages under
.

all circumstances. The.normative ikplications of this data element are

that a disabled person should be expected, under equivalent circumstances,

C
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.

'to make at least the minimum requIred by law for citizens of the U.S.

The form for thiS data element is as. follows:

(

# 26 closures with weekly
earning level at or above

federal minimum wage
# 26 closures

DATELDIENI" 4 (ii): COMPARISON OF EARNINGS OF COMPET/TVELY EMPLOYED
. 26 CLOSURES TO EARNrNGS OF EMPLOYERS IN STATE

Li thia data el)mePt, the-wages of rehabilitants are compared to a

standard ar wagerate for the general population, as in (i). In this

6
instance, however, the focus of the comparison i* mean wage of closures

with wages to the mean wage of,employees with wages in the state,

This Method controls for state-to-state variatiad in earnings levels,

whereas using the federal minim= wage as a denominator does not. Other-

wise, the concept behind this data element is the same as with (i): to'

compare the-wage* of rehabilitated disabled clients to-those of the "general"

-population. In Some respects, this is a

data-element (i), because it provides au

living" relative to other persons in the
4

more comprehensive-indicator than

estimate of clients' "standard of__

state. In general,as wage levels. -

increase, sa does the cost of living, and the amount of income required to

maintaia an 'iacceptable" standard of living. Since the data-element incor-

-porlates dost of living (via state wage norms), we obtain a better measure

of clients' living.standards relatiVe to the surrounding eavirmirment.
.

contrast, the-federal minim= wage is not set with reference to local cost

of living.consideratian4 The farm is as follows:'
. .

Mean weekly earnings of competitively %
. employed 26 closures

Mean weekly earnings of employees in state

32
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STANDARD 5: THERE SHALL BE MAXIMUM PLACEMENT OF REHABILITATED CLIENTS
INTO COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT. NON-COMPETITIVEGLOSURES SHALL
REPRESENT AN IMPROVEMENT IN GAINFUL ACTIVITY Foa THE CLIENT.

Data Elements: (i) Percent 26 closuies competitively employed .

(ii) Percent competitively employed 26 Closures with
hourly earning at or.above the federal ninimum
wage .

. .

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closuret
showing imprOvement in function and life status

Like Standard 4, this Aandard concerns the quality of,closures.ob-

tained by VR agencies. Historically,.competitive employment hilbeen-sitif

as the best kind oftlosure. However, competiiive4thiroyment may not 5i---

theappropriate placement far all clients. Still, VR regulations require

that any placement ai A successfully closed client be into "gainfui and

suitable employment,"1 "consistent with his/hercapaiities,"2 whether in

competitive., .heltered, oraon-competitive employment:

Given th4eirequirements, we have tried to incorporate,seyeral.con-
.

cepts into -Standard 5. Before discussing the data elements iredetail, we

present am overview,of the concepts, the general focus af whicy is on

gainfdl employment; thus, the data'elements measure the followiiivT.

(1) the extent of competitive employient closures,.sincecod-
r

petitive employment-still can be leen as the best'type of

closure;.

(2) the extent to which competitively employed 26,closures earn

the hourly minimum wage,.as an indicator of miiimum standards

for gainful employment; and '

(3) the extent to which non-courpetitiveclosures have obtained Some

benefit from particiPation in VR.

To reiterate, this standari is concerned with the qUality of closure,

a evidenced by increases in gainful activity whether,of.a paying nature

or not. Competitive employment is seen as the highest form of gainful

/Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 302(b)(2)(B).

.

2
Federal Register, "Implementation Provisions," 1361, 1(bb), Novem-

ber 2$, 1974.

33
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activity; however, allowance is made for the need to make some noh-competitive

Still, in'those cases, VR,is to ensure that the benefits in terms

of-gaiiifuT -aciii-were obtained, even if not of a vocational nature.

DATA ELEMENT 5 (i):- PERCENT 26.CLOSURES COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED

- Far a standard emphasizing maximum placement into competitive employ-

ment, perhaps the most obvious data element is to count how many axe SO
_ .

14aced. This data element is a simple, straightforward measure of degree

of success in placing closures in competitive employment and could be

easily implemented as the data are readily and currently available from

the R-300. The form is as follows:

t comzetitively employed 26 closures
t 26 closures

MIA ELEMENT S (ii): PERCENT COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED 26 CLOSURES WITH

HOURLY EARNINGS AT OR ABOVE FEDERAL MINIMUM WAGE

-This data element appliescore stringent criteria'to the measurement

of-nmaiimme placement of.rehabilitated clients into competitive employmemt."

` It-Oompares the number of 26'closures with hourly earnings-at-or above the-

federal minimum wage to the total nuMber of 26 crOSures.' As ia data element,

4(1), this-data element implies that a disabled person in the competitive

labor market should be expected to earn-at least the federal minimum yage.

--rUnlike--4(i) however, this measure.represents an employee's worth to the

employer. 'Total weeklrearnings are an indication of an employees

'finincial well-being, while his/her "worth" maybe determined by examining

his/her hourly wage. Thus, thl.$)data element provides a measure of the'

''value" of rehabilitated VR clients who art in the competitive Labor

market relative to the-federal minimum wage.. The fora is as follows:.

t 26 clOsurei with hourly earnings
at ar above federal minimum wage

t 26 closures

3 4
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DATA ELEMENT S (iii): PERCENTNON-CCMPETITIVELYEMPLOYED 26 CLOSURES
SHOWING IMPROVEMENT IN FUNCTION AND LIFE STATUS

As stated earlier, closures into non-competitive imploymént may be

legitimate for.certain clients. Nonetheless,, if VR is to claim any credit

for wrehabilitating clients into nonrcompetitive employment, then there

must be somi inFlication that VR helped improve those clients' capaUity for

gainful activity. If the client'obtiimed no benefits whatsoeVer from VR,

then VR has essentially wasted money and time. Obviously, such outcoMis

are not desirable.-

This data element takes a.iubjeictive approach to the problem of

assessing the legititacy mnd appropriateness of non-competitive closures.

It is =Imputed by Staking the percent lf non-competitively employed 26-closures

who state they have done agy of the following: improved their self-care

abilities and thus freed other family:members to join the labor force; ex-

perienced impraVmnent in agy self-care or homemaker-related funconsi

experienced improvtimmt in. job-related skills; or had "imprdiements" in,

attitude.. This wide range, of indicators &TPMVPIS the extent to Which non-

competitive closures benefit as a result of'intervention-. The fxrm for,

t4is data element is as follows:

,

#non -competitive 2615 with impluvement

an LSI-FAI measures from plan to-'closure
# noncompetitive 26's

I.
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STANDARD 5:- REHABILiTATED CLIENTS SHALL EVIDENCE VOCATIONAL GAINS. -

411

Data Elements: (1) Average earnings 'change of 26 closures, before
versus after VR services

(2) Other changes-,in functional ability and life status

, It is axiomatic that, after VR services, 'rehabilitateits should

evidence some sart of vocational gains; either-in monetary or non-monetary

terms. This standard assures that attention will be paid by the.VR field

to the level of client changes. It sypplements the concern for measuring

post-service outcomes (is in Standards 3-5) by using the client's pre-

service circumstances as a baseline for comparison.

DATA_SLEMENT 6 li): 'AVERAGE EARNINGS CHANGE OF 26 CLOSURES, BEFORE VERSUS
AFTER VR SERVICES

kw"

This data element is'included because wages arethe most straightforward

indicator.of vocational change. Weekly earnings are used to measure change.
-

-r
(Sum af closure earnings far 26 closures)

minus:(sum of referral earnipgs for 26 closUres)
# 26 closures

DATA masyr 6 (ii):' CHANGES IN FUNCTIONAL ABILIT( (FAI) AND LIFE STATUS
(LSI) INDICATORS

In addition to vocational change (as measured by dati element 6

the VR program also acts is a change agent,in termi of non-vocational

aspects of a-ciient,s,life. As with the data elementi associated with,

non-comPetitive employment closures-(as in data element 5(iii)), the method-

ology for assessing non-Vocational chanie needs develapment. This develop-

ment should occur as an oUtgrowth of RSA's FAI/LSI preteit.l. Until,sUch

time as the measures 'can be finalized, no data collection or reporting. will

be canductmi far this data,element.'-

,

.

IA pretest of these
.

measures is being conductmi by counselors with'
. 1,300 clients in the 'California and Wisdonsin VR agencies. A report
indicating the results of use of these measures-at the time of case intake
and IWRP deitelopment is available from RSA. It.is entitled "Functional
Assessment in VR Clients: A Pretest." / . .

.
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STANDARD 7: REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL RETAIN THE BEWITS OF VR

-SERVIES.

Data Elements: (i)

^

Percent'26 closures retaining earnings at Eollow=

up

(ii) Compgrison of 26 closures with public assistance

as primary source of support at closure and at

follow-up

(iii) Percent non-competitively employed 26 closures

ritaihing closure skills at foIlow-up

Retention of benefits gained through vocational rehabilitation ser-

vices is important io the rehabilitated client and as ameasuxe of overall

program effectiveness. Job losses following successful closure imply

program failure ami point to incongruence of program goali:vis-a-vis in-

dividual client goals. Are we "rehabilitating" clients.temporarily to

meet program objectives,. then finding clients back where they started a

few months later? This question,has a great degree-of.importince to the

overall YR mission and thus a standard in this area-is highly appropriate.

Aside from employment measures of benefit retention, ad4itiohal attention

is given to expanding the data elements far thisSia#4044 to include non-

employment measures.

This standard embodies another.of the conaiOirilat xo quality Ser-,

vice in the VR program. In the ideal setting, suCcessful y closed, clients

would be permanently rehabilitatedi The the=y; of COI= is that if

quality-services are provided, clients will retain the_ab lity to function

in a job and to compete in.the labor market. The manifestations of those

abilities are that clients do in fact retain their jobs, or some job. Of

,011=30, it is not always possible io retain jobs (or earhings levels),

regardless of the quality of services provided by Vit. Clients May suffer

fran unanticipated relapses or comOlications of their disabling handicaps,

which can cause clients to lose their employment capabilities temporarily

=permanently. Alternatively, clients can be laid off from jdbs due tO

macro-economic conditions, regardlesi of the quality of VR services.

Nonetheless,-in general we would expect clients to retain benefits. The

standard is appropriate for inclusion in the Overall standards sysem.
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DATA- ELEMOT- 7 (i) PERCENT 26 CLOSURES RETAINING EARNINGS AT FOLLOW-UP

Since the achievement of "gainful activ/ty" is the basic goal for

the VR client, a simple measure of the retention of that benefit is the

client's continued employment. However, this data element tightens the

criterion to consider retention of the client's economic welfare level at

closure. The data for such a measure would be available through follow-

up inquiry. A recommended follow-up survey design vailable in

of this Final Repom the Program Standards uidance MaterialS.

The.form of data element 7(i) is shown below:

it 26 closures with earnings aclosure.
who retained ar increased earnings(At follow-un

# 26 closuzes with earnings at clbsure,
surveyed at.follow-up

2
DATA ELEMENT 7 (ii): COMPARISON OF 26 CLOSURES WITH PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

AS PRIMARY SOURCE OF SUPPORT AT-CLOSURE ANU AT"
FOLLOW-UP

This data element would provide a needed dimension in-assessing bene

fit retention far non-competitively as well as competitively placed success-
,

, ful closures. Here, benefits,are proxied by measuring the extent of the

-clientt!_use of public resources. .By focusing on the degree to.which there

is a reduced need for public assistance, an emphasis is given to the econ-

omic self-sufficiency of the client ia,-terns of stability=or improvement.

While this represents only ane dimension of the possib/e be'efits associated

with succeisful closure (ind one less sensitive to fhe comp4 ete range of

effects of VR services), it has a high degree of face val4.ty. as.a measure

of public resource burden. The for& of data element 7(1 is presented

below.

L.

% 26 closures with public assistance
as'primarY source of support at follow-

closures with public assistance
as primary source of support at cloSur

A
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DATA ELEMth7(iii): PERCENT NON-COMPETITIVELY EMPLOYED 26.CLOSURES RETAIN-
CLOSURE SKILLS AT FOLLOW-UP

This data element extends the concept of retention of benefits to

non-competitive closures, in terms of the benefits assessed in.Standard S,

data element (iv)..*The data element computes the percentage of all non-

competitively employed clients who have maintained or improVed their

-closure skills,at follow-up. The percentage is computed in terms of the

number of client's who stated they'had improved on any,aspect_of self-

care, attitudes, hosiemaker skills, job-related skillspor had "improved

so as to release other family members to join the labor force." Like

Standard S, data element (iv), the exact methodology,for deriving this

data element's needed information in a ainsi*ent and reliable fashion

is problematic. The state of the art is in exploratory stages and the

special follow-up data collection required involves significant restmrces.

While the data element is currently low ta implementation feasibility,

the measure has considerable value from a canceptualperspective. The

farm of data. element 7(iii) is shown. below:

# non-competitively eiployed 26 closures
retaining LST/PAI Closure skills

# non-competitively employed 26 closures
surveyed at follow-up
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STANDARD 8: CLI1NTS tHALL BE-SATISPIED WITH THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

PROGRAM, AND REHABILITATED CLIENTS SHALL APPRAISE VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION'SERVICES AS USEFUL IN ACHIEVING AND MAINTAIN-
ING THEIR VOCATIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Data_Elements: (i). Percent closed clients satisfied withznkall.
VR experience .

(ii) Percent closed clients satisfied with spedific
aspects of VR

(iii) Percent 26 closures .juding services received to
have been usefufrin obtaining their job/homemaker
,situation or in current performance

As amindicator of consumer appraisal of services, the standard on

client satisfaction with vocational rehabilitation services has consider-

' able merit. ince client satisfaction polls usdhlly offer high degrees

af support for the program, this standard is viewed as-having distinct

political value in lobbying far expanded financial support az both the

state and federal levels. 'Complementing the political utility of a satis-
4

faction measmre is the inclusion of a client utility assessient in

standare.. The intent of this clause is to assesi whether successfully

dlosed clients rate the utility of VR services positivelyin terms pf

actually having contributed to their getting a job.andyfunctioning-in itr-

As- a substantiveAualificatiam of'the satisfaction standard, utility

assessment offers a valuable entree for probing areas needing program

improvement and far ensuring consumer involvement in improVing the res-

ponsiveness of VR, services to client needs. A model for satisfactian

surveym_is_included in Volume III:, the Program Standards Guidance Materials.

DATAILEMENT"8 (i): PERCEWr CLOSED CLIENTS STSPIED WITH OVERALL VR .

EXPERIENCE

Overall satisfaftion is a measure of program performance seVeral.

adVantagb4: (1) the procedure is in place as a part of previ reparting,

requirements;-42) developmental costs have already been incurred; (3) it

constitutes a composite measure of client satisfaction that responds to

legislative and consumer advocacy concerns; and (4) the data show some
,

discrimination among closure statuses. The form of this data element is

as.follows:
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# closed clients sUrveyea satisfied

.with overall VR experience .

# closed clients surveyed

_DATA ELEENT 8 (ii): PERCENT CiOSED CLIENTS SATISFIED WITH SPECIFIC

ASPECTS'OF VR

-

.
This data element attempts to gain a mcre,detailed picturecf client

atisfaction with,specific key aspects of the overal Va pricess. In

particular, the ispects isolated for inquiry include questions aboup the

client's counselor,,the physical restoration services receive& the job

training services received, and the job'placemeht process. Coniistent

negative assessment in aay one of these areas would be highly useful.in-

gdiding state evaluations and providing substantive input to programmatic

improvements.

1=6

# closed clients satisfied
a. with their counsel=

# closea clients surveyed

- # closed clients sikisfied

b. with physical restorationtservices
# closed clients surveyed

.c.
# closed clients satisfied
with job training'services

e # closed clients surveyed

closed,--client satisfied
d. with job placement services

# Closed clients surveyea

JOATA ELEMENT 8 (iii): PENCENT 26 CLOSURES JUDGING SERVICES RECEIVED TO

HAVE BEE1F USEFUL EN OBTAINING THEIR-JOB/HOMEMAKER

SITTATTON OR IN CURRENT PERFORMACE
1-

Rehabilitated clients can make fairly objective assessments of whether

die-services they received were instrumental in securing,their outcome sit-

uations. Equally as impoirtant as VR services' contribution tO the attain-
.

ment of the client's closure situation,is the usefUlness of the skills

obtained in assistlf: clients to functio4 in Oese hew poiitions, While
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t A

not unequivocably objettive, the client's assessment of whether he gr sh6

uses these skills and/orknowledge gained from VR services is the clOsesr
4 1

approximagion of the case. The form of data element 8(iii) is shown brelr.

# 26:.clàsures fudging Services.recIthied-
have,been'useful in obtaining

tEeir job/homeiaker-situation oi in current performance
-# 26 closures surveyed

4.

Is
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PRoCEDukard STANDARDS

The Procedural Standards consist of five goal-statements for the VR

program, pertaining te R-300 validity, compliance with key regulations,

and certain asPects of case handling. They are standards 9-13 in Table 1.

The Rrocedural Standards are intended as a method of ensuring attention

to faur critical process areas, 'and to data validity. It is intended for

::states to use the Procedural Standards to benefit their program eValuation

effdrts and facilitate the improvement of services to clients. These pro-

cedures will.form the basis far agency decisions to make apprapriate

.thanges in practices, where current processes are not in keeping with

client interests and positive program performance.

The recommendations for the Procedural Standards reflect the desire

to allow maximum flexibility to states in the YR process, yet still ensure

attention to the areas addressed by the.Procedural Standards and provide

sufficient data im these areas to a/low far programwide analysis. Ideally,

a-unifazia procedure would be followedhy all states,farilonitoring these

process.areas, even thOugh states retain differences in the ways they

organize and conduct case service delivery. Indicators ofcompliance,

with legal requirements, such as eligibility and rwRp, should be the same

.far all states,.i..e., the same questions.should be asked' and the same

sunmary data shOuld be reported.

.
_14ost of the needs of the Procedural Standards ire best met through

case revieW. Thus, we are recommending that a single:case review process

be implemented to address the case review needs of all faur of the Procedural

Standards:- We recommend that the,Case Review Schedule (CRS), developed by

the San Diego State RCEP Ix, be used as the basic document for Procedural

Standards data collection. The CRS was mandate& RSA as the standard-

ized instrument to be used by regional RSA offices whenever they conduct

-case-reviews.
1- Far Procedural Standards 10 (eligibility) and 12 (IWRP),

8PA has selected the CRS-Items which we consider.essential to adequately

assess,compliance. These items make up the Modified CRS, which is con-

sideraNly shorter thank the full-CRS. RSA could choose either the CRS

of the MCRS as thtftinstrument for collecting Procedural Standards data.

1RSA Information Memorandum, October 17, 1980.

_
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While thetCRS it an aPpropriate vehicle for collecting compliance

deta,. it LiMks_certain items,needed to assess the validity of Rr300 daii
. ,

CT.'

(Standird R) or.to assess.timelinest of case'service (Standatd 11). 'For
:

these two standards, BPA developed separate instruments to Complement the

CRS. These instruments are included in Volume III of the inaI Report,

Program Standards Guidance.Materials: If the Procedurai"Standards-are,

'implemented, these two_instruments would'be incorporated direct;y into the

CRS to proVide a unified datacollection ins"*Ment.'
- 4- 'e !tt- -! ,

, ,Having-describpi the giheral thruSt of the Prodeduraritandaids and-

the geheral process for collecting,the needed dita,'-we tmrh next to a
. .,

.

discussion 'of the-individuaLstandatds. *.
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STANDARD 9: R-500 DATA VALIDITY AND RELIABILrrY

Information collected on clients by the R-500 and all data-
reporting systems used by RSA shall be valid, reliable,. .

accurate, and ccmplete.

.The VR service delivery systems needs in objective data base from

which tam- easuri performanCe. 'Yet inconsistehcies and errors in reporting

currently exist mmong and withift VR program data systems. Confusion or

Misunderstanding over definitions exist ahd need,to be minimized.. This

Procedural Standard would ensure that state agencies maintain'acceptable

Aevels af validity and reliability in reporting of R-300 and other data.

This standard assumes states' attention to good data processing is pertin-

ent to all the standards. Thus, giveh the importance ofilitiable, valid,

and accurate data on which tabase the program's evaluation caPacity, we

feel that this.PrOcedural Standarcirelates to all of the broad RSA-goals:

compliance, quality,'and cost-effectiyenesS.

Reliability, accuracy and completeness of data should be. che cked-in

several ways. -pile we Would recommend validity studies an a periodic basis,

and edit checks as i part ofroutine data prodessing, this standard

'compasses a specific recommended procedure for states to follow to eisure

the accuracy af data recordedland submitted to RSA through the wpo.

Primarily, the case review process should. include an accuraci check between

the dase folder information, the R-300 form itself and .if the state has a

computer system, computer autput listing of R-300 items selected for review:"

In particular, those R-300 data itemp which are used in computing the stan-

dard's data elements should be.subjected tachecks of accuracy'and validity

through came folder documentation.

,

N

Nre .4 5

.
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STANDARD.10.: ELIGIBILITY DETEAMINATION

Eliebility decisions shall be based on accurate and suffi-
cient diamostic information..and VR-shall continualW review-1
and eValuate eligihility'decisions to tnsure that decisions'
are being%made in accordance'With laws and regulations.

The determination of an applicant's qualifications for eligibility fis

a'critical poiht in the VR process for both the client,and tfie agency.

This standard seeks to piotect client interest by requiring state agencies

to install pricedures for monitoring eligibility decisions in i sample of

'cases and ensuring that the decisions are-appropriate, in Compliance with

legal requirements, and supported bK the.proper.diagnostic.information. .

This standard pertains to two of REA's broacigoals. First, inasmuch aS'

the eligiblity determination process rests on a legal footing, the s`andard

pertains to the goal' of cotpliance with the legislation. Second, we feel

that it pertains to the gbal of.cost-effectiveness,.since it is a misuse of

*_=-- money to serve ineligible perSons, particuIarl)> if other., eligible clients

lTet thrned away due. to an incorrect determination ofineligibility.

In establishing a procedural standard(farthe review of eligibility

determination, weare concerned with the apiropriateness of,the decision mmi

its accordance lith laws and regulations. We expect informatiom from this

review to address .two fareti of this Concern: (1) that clients who a!e'not-

eligible for VR.services ibe accepted for services, and (;) that cliehti

who are eligible are indeed accepted..
.

While'moniioring and re4iew of eligibility decisions by supervising
. ,

counselors or managers will provide a check on that determination,,states
s

have varying supervisorNtructures and poles and should be allowed to

ain flexibility'in their Monitoring practices.:Although we support a

cross-check on eligibility decisians, we are not recommending its inc14sion,,,,

as a requireimmt, for this standard. The Casa Riyiew Schedule%erves as

the data soUrce for this standard.

' 4
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_STANDARD 11: TIMELINESS .

VR shall ensure that eligibility deciiions and client
movetent through the VR'procesi occur in a timely '

manner auropriate to the:needs and caDabiities of
the clients.

s.

,This standard seeks trlvoid. :delays in the VR process that are Likely,

so impede or Ander siCCes ful rehabilitation of the:client. Rather than

s performance standard using time-in-status to aefine "undue delay,"

this Procedural Standard requires that eadh state have a otonittoring'pr

flagging mechanism for cases 'remaining in statuses aver a giien lengthof

time, and a procedure to evaluate the appropriateness of any case delay.

Many cif the state VR agencies already have variationt of such a7system in

,This standard pertains to the RSA goal.of providing quality case

servicei, far two reasons. First, one aspect.of the quality of a client's

service,experience is the speed. with which his or her case is handled:

did the client feel that the counselor""cared" about him (as evidenced

by the fact that the counselar "kept an top of things" and,"kept_things

moving:along"),.,Ordid the counselor seem to put L.itan a lower priority?

The client's perception of his treatment' by VR can havean impact on his

attitude toward-1FR and about the 'usefulness of participation

Second, research,on suCcessful rehabilitation outcames has suggested
,

a relationship between timeliness and success (perhaps as,a Consequence

. of the perceptions discussed abaire):-

The issue of timely case movemewtor "undue delays" (as it is phrased

in the currimt standards) has been one of long discussion and .controversy.

While there is literature to support the correspondence between certain

times in process (particalarly time to eligibility, Aegision) and outcome,

,e there have alscr been queitions about interrater reliability # ihe area of

juaging,timeliness of case movement thiiiugh case reiiew. Nevertheless,

an overall review of timely case movement on a client-by4client,basis.

is best handled through case review, if items can be identified which

have good interrater reliability. "

Much effort has gone.into attempts to define, and ettablish standards .

for, timeliness of.case service progresi.' As noted, research on success-

ful rehabilitation dutcomes has supported the concern for timelinehs in,

o
v 4 7
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establishing a relationship between the time required for In eligbilit

decision and ultimate client outcome. Previous attempts to monito e.

timeliness of service provision by way of a standard,on "undue 'delay!. have

beeil hampered, however, by several problems. The first'is the.definitiontl

iand reliability problem. ."Undue andits"conyerse, "expeditious".Or

1"quick and efficient" case management, mean different things to different

people. The current standards use the approach of arbitrary time periodt

to define "tiveli,r" case movement: ,eightsmonths has beendefined'as the

limit far timely' eligibility decisions; 22 months for timely completion of

the VR process. This approach has been widely andjustifiably criticized

for its.lack of sensitivity to the,legitimate differences in individual

cases: a complex case, perhaps involving lone-term educational services,

might'well,require more-than 22 months, without any:delay. Where a case

has been subjedt to a delay, the situation is further comPlicated by the

differing implications of different causes for delay: ladk of client ,res-

ponsiveneig, inattention or inefficiency on the part of the counselor or

the.VR agency, 'and problems Outside ofXR (failure of a,vendor to_deliver,

umalloidable:waiting lists.in trsining programs). Each imply.very differ-
,

ent responsibility far tine lapses and cannot equally-beigcribed to VR

.agency "failure."

1 Thus, use of "objective" measures of timeliness has suffered from arbi-'

trariness and frequent inappropriateness of)established time cut-off; for -

.meny.clients. Other approaches to4objective measurement, guCh as re4o4dine-

,
planned. inii4tion andicompletion dates'fOr each servidi, and monitor.nig

compliance 40 the schedule, suffer train cumbersomeness it' execution, 0;V.

the, other hai4, subjective judgments of timeliness have been vulnerable 'i/c)

criticisms ajpnreliibility,in application; However, this unreLiabi/ity

may weIX,haviCarisen due to the incorporstionof twq.,distinct con5ePts

into the previiously used 'ffundue delay" judgments. This term,/"undue delay,"

incIudes_cOncepts of both tim# lapse and judgment of hlame,./ChIpability
z

or unjustifiable iimelapse. (The.word "delay" itself sdietimes"Connotes
_

.

willfulness or negligence; and the modifier "uhdue" definitely implies

---such-problems.) Case reviewers might well differ ia judgments as to the '
.

cause of &delay, and thus whether VR should be held acCOuntable;, ahd for

:'-:this-reason4:--reviewersimay
differ,intheir:clastification of a case,'onii

48
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citing an undtt delay, another seeing an unfortunate time lapse, but being

....-unwillang to label it an undue.delay if client motivation or outside
#

vendors played 'a role.

In response to the problem of a dual focuS in assessing timeliness, .

a new timeliness assessment instrument has.been developed which relies

upon reviewer jtidgment, "but which divides case assessmentvof timeliness

inta two segments: irst, a notation of whether ,delay hasiocCurred in

terms of ,time laOse between necessary activities in a C'ase; and second,

an assessment of'the reasons 'far the rapse.. The relevant questions are

appended to the Case Review Schedule and concern critical phases of case

prolss -- eligibility determination, development of,service plan, and

'service delivery and termination. In additian, the Timeliness Assessment

instrumen allows far notatian of whether a-case was handled with,"undue.

speed:f.41at is, if the case moved too fast, in the reviewer's judgment;

given the circumstances of the case. While undue speed may be a less

pressing concern than-undue delay, the issue did come up during the

standards pretest, and the Timeliness Assessment instrument has been

reviseci.to address the issue.

The- Timeliness Assessment Instrument can be used:by states in conjunc-

Fion With the case-flagging mechanism far open cases, requirecnoyStandard

11. A mechanism muss be set up by each state to flag each case.which has

remained in a given status longer than a specified period:of time. Revievi,

of the'client's Situation should then take place (in a format decided by

the state) to determine if case mavement is appropriate, but no reporting

to RSA woilld be reqnired.

As past of its project to.revise the vg Program Standards, Berkeley

Planning Asiociates (BPA) deve/oped a model for ,improvement,of case-

'flagging practice and use of time in status standards,at the State levels

A state should'not flag too many cases, because such flagginK would be

inefficient. However, flagging too few cases will possibly IeaVe too

many untimely case!' in the sYstem tithbut examination. The mcidel, there-.

fore, is based.on examining the number of cases being flagged with then

statesl.existing "flagging standards, in relationship to an analYSis of-the

service procrss and the overall caseload, and refining state flagging
. A

49
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standards.
1, The analysis uses data from the R-300 file (time in status)

and timeliness data colleated through the proceduril standards instruments.

Figure 2 showt the steps to follow in the analysis of unaue delay

in the caseload. A d'ase is selected for,review, following the sampling .

design used by the state agency for timeliness review (100% of all cases,

or state random sampling procedure). State timeliness standards (allowed

times in process) will be used in this Mtdel. The l'uodel calls.far up-

wards or downwards adjusting of these,times in,proless standards,(in-

creases or decreases in the maximum time allowed in each status) based

on two additional standards for the caieload itself:

1. Not more than 201 of the flagged cases shotild be timely.

If more than 26% of the flagged cases are judged as timely

when they are reviewed, the system is flaggifig cases un7

necessarily, and the flagging standards should te less
. ,

stringent (times allowed in the statuses could be- in-

creased).

2. Assuming the conditions in (1) above hold, at -least Si

but not. more than 10% of all cases should be flagged.-
,

If suchexcessive flagging occuts, and the flagging

representt cases judgei untimely, then.thera is a proba.

lem with the serViCe delivery system itself, and an

.amalysis of ihe process is.called fo:r. If-less than

5% of.casei are flagged, the flagging.system should-

be more stringent (times allowed in statuseS should be

,decreased).

The model in Figure 4 uses both quantitative informatian on times

in status and subjective information fronythe Timeliness Assessment

Instrument to decide about cases. :In ,the fitststage, a case is Selected

far attentian. If time in pro-Cess is,all right'for the case, it i3

Lrae full analysis leading to-the proposed model can be found in

-report, Rebiew of State VR Agency Procedures for Case Flagging

'and Quality Assurance (September 1080i available from RSA.

model'il, however, concerned only AtimeS-in-status which

arei;tbo long±t does,not address *shed" cases. eases handled with

"uirdue spat, " are a separate issue requir"g special state attention.
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Figure 2
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returauLto the file. If-time,in process,exceeds agency s sandards, ,the

AaWkg. flagged and reviewed as to the timeliness of the Or cess. ° As we
,

haire pointed out, while the're is a relationship between tim liness and

time in process, it is not a one-to-one relationship, so-it is possible

that flagged cases Uhl bejudged timely. If 10, theyalso can-be returned

to the file. For both these grOUps returned to the file (1 beled A and B.

on'Figure 4), the number of such cases should be recorcied. Likewise,

the number of untimely.cases flagged.should be cOunted. "the figure,

this is C.) Casei should be flagged and reviewed until the planned *ample

_size (A-+ B +'t) is achieved.

Once the sample is complete, the system asks three q stions of the

cases. First, do the timely cases (B) exceed 20% of all agged (B 4..c)

.cases? If_yes,.the systam.may be flagging too many.caseS and times

allowed far each status could be increased. If, however' B/(B + C) is

less than 20%, the system asks Whether:less than 10% of he total case....

load was flagged. If so, then the time in process st..dards appears in

equilibrium for the state (not too many cases are be g flagged; of the

cases that are flagged, most of them are indeed unt 0-ly cases). If, qh

the other hand, more than 10% of the cases are fla ged, there is a problem

in ther.service process itself, since these cases e been judged as un-

tismely ami there are too many untimely cases f efficient mohitoring and

efficient opeiations,. This calls for an ex ....ation of the service

process itself, perhaps ;ming the_decision ()Ft system to analyze

.tha.state caseload prOcess and pinpoint isiUes in relationship

to client autcomes :and costs. Izihaddi Ian, thii problem may call font

upward adjustment of the times allo d in statuses, to flag fewer cases.

Eowever, checking-for the approp ate times must be done in another itera-

tion so that a chock can be .0 as to whether both the 20% and 10% 4

stjadaards are mei for a giv new standards level.
-

Finally, the state. ould raatinely flag between 5$ and 10% of its

4
cases, twassure tha I2agigng.standards-.6re set low enough. If less than

5% of cases are flagged, the4standards should be made more stringent

(allowed tikes in status decreased) before the next round of review.

Using.fhis approach, states can adjust their times in status standards

upwards_or downwards to be more meaningful and 40 result in an efficient

process that spots problematic cases without excessive monitoring.

1
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,

The model illustrates how information from this procedurar.standard

can be used 4th othet program information to refine and improve state

monitoring systems.

4
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STANpARD 12: IWRP

VR'ShaIl provide an Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Program for each applicable client, and VA and the client

shall be accountable to each other for complying with this

agreement,.

Several aspects.of the Individualized Written Rehabilitation

Program are addressed in this 'Procedural Standard: (a) Compliance

with therequirement that an IWRP be fully developed for Clients acCepted

for sarvices.or extended evaluation; (b) assurance of the protection of

client rights and client awareness oi.the remedies available for mitigating,

dissatisfaction; (C) joint client/CounSelor development of,the job goal and

the service plan; .(d) mutdal client/counselor responsibility for follow-

through am the agreement and annual review.of its progress and approptiate7

ness; and (e) the appropriate handling of plan revisions.

This standard bears a relation to the RSA goals of compliance and qual-

ity case services. Obviously, given the regulations mandating provision Of

an UNRP to all'accepted clients, this standard's relation to the compliance

goal is clear. While the regulations concerning the mu stipulate compai-

anca with the provisions of the law, elevating the issue to the leiel of a
(

procedural standard will ensure compliance with the legislative intent of

the IWRP.

Inclusion of this standard could be justifieesimply an the basis of,
%

the.strong.regulatim regarding compliance with the nati, provisions of the

1977 Rehabilitation Act. HoweVer, perhaps an even more important reason.,

to include this standard is the fact that research his shown a positive

association between compliance with the rim requirements and successful

outcomes of the VR Focess.1 Since research has supported the premises

undexpinning the IURP 1::y showing that the process and the possession of the%

rWRg affect client outcomes positiliely, adherence to the 1WRP requirements

becomes a powerful north for quality case management in VR, as'well as a

protection of client interests and rights. The Case review serves as

the data source for this standard.

.

IBerkeloy., Planning A-ssociates,' Implementing the VR Act of 1973: Th

VA Program Refoonse,,p. 59. (1978)

5 4



STANDARD 13: GOAL PLANNING

Counselors shall make an effort to set realistic
pals for clients. Comprehensive consideration must

be given to all factors in developing appropriate
vocational goals.such that there,is a maximumk)f
correspondence between goals -and outoames: competl-

tive pals should have competitive outcomes and-non-
campetitive goals should haVe noncampetitive outcomes.

47.
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Competitive-eiployment may hot be the appropriate placement for all.

clients., Nevertheless, VR regulationi require that all placements be into

"gainful activityv and that placements be consistent with the'clients'`

%"dapacities and abilities," whetherlin competitive, sheltered, or noncom-
.

petitive employment.
J

There is much speculation ia the field aver the abuse of "homemaker"'

and "unpaid family worker" categories, specifically regarding the use of

these categories to ensure success rather than because the placement is

appropriate. While maximizing th0 proportion Of successful closures (as

in data element 3(i)) is important to the purpose'of VR, it does not,ensure

that noncompetitiveplacements are suitable far the client. This standard

addresses the cdhcern that noncompetiiive closure categories not. be used

to-salvage "successes.f: for clients who were unsuccessfUl in their planned

competitive goals. .

However, this standard IS not intended. to "freeze" 'co elors and

their clients into goals as set out in the riginal IWRP. aa effact '

would be a misapplication of the rap grace 3-intended to

be a statement of a realistically attainable goal which, if necessary,

can be modified far a variety of valid reasons .as the'client,progresses'

through the .VR process. That isItthe rWRP serves as a guideline rather

than as a hard and fast rule.

As such, state agencies should not use the results found for 'the '

Standard in such a way as to."'overemphasize the importance of matching the

outcome to the goal. This would serve-is a disincentive to setting

ambitious (i.e., competitive employment) goals in the Original rWRP, and

would reduce the flexibility of the counselor in refining the goal in

response to client progress,during the rehabilitation process. Instead, if

"problems" emerge on,the standa the results should be used in conjunction

with data an client characteristics and services provided to investigate-how

5 5
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counselors can.be more effective in the task of "fitting" clients' potpntials
. ,

to feasible ultimate outcomes. In this way, the standard' is used apprO4

2riately to facilitate effective goal-planning rather than.simply to focus

on whether goals matched outcomes.

,Standard 15 uses four variations on a common theme as.data elements:

(i)

(ii)

* of 26 closures

* of 26 closures with non-competitive goal
(iii) AND non-campetitive outcome

* of 26 closures'

of 26 closures with non-campetitive goal
BUT competitive outcome

* of 26 closures

i of 26 closures with competitive goal
AND Cd6petitive outcome

if 9f 26 closures

* of 26 closures with campetftive goal
BUT non-competitive outcome

56
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III. RELATIONS AMONG THE PROGRAM STANDARDS

The number of performance standards data elements (21) .creates cer-

,tain problems in designingand implementing the itandards system. Thei,prob-

, lems.revolve around which standards and elements'to emphasize, realizing

that some choice will\ have to be made between improving on one standard
.

over InOthser, or improving a little,on each. The problem is exacerbatea

when iMprovement on one 'standard may be at the expense of another standard,

i.e., with decline an another standard.

The various data elements represent diverse goals, some in conflict.

With a single objective function (single goal), VR may be expected to,max-

imize on the measure (e.g., close as many clients as "26s" as possible):

But with multiple objectives, as represented by the'standards and,data

elements, conflicting in many subtle and not-so-subtle ways, a system' of

attainient leVels can only indicate desired achievement on,all elements.

Among elements are.trade-offs, however. For exmrple, an agency might zax-'

imize its benefit-cost ratio by reducing its coverage rate and by creaming.

As a result, success in achieving one program.goal could be counterproductive

to success on .other goals.

The reason this problem arises, of course, is because the basic VR

progrmm has several conflicting, although legitimate, performance and ser-,

vice objectives. (ro paraphrase one regional official visited during our

study, VR is really many programs, each with distinct goals.)

The problem of conflicting mandates can be illustrated with a simple

listing of hypothetical "maxims" fTr the VR program (lUWeti to the 'revised

dati elements):

(1) The basic purpose of VII' is to assist disabled indifiriduals in

obtaining "maximum participation in gainful employment, con-
.
sistent with his Tr her abklities." (Standards 3 and.6)

(2) Ideally, when the client finishes VR, he or 'she will be able

to compete with nondisabled persons for:jobs payini at least.

'entry-leve1 wages. CStandards 4 and S)

-
5 '7
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(3)'Not all clients will be able to achieve competitive employment.

For such clients, VR may provide services aimed.at obtaining

noncompeIitive maployment: homemaking, sheltered work, and

other unpaid work. However, VR shall make every reasonable

attempt to identify the possibilities for obtaining competitive

employment before deciding an a noncompetitive job goal. Also,&

in such cases clients shall have obtained some type of befiefit

Eiom VR, whether vocationally (e.g., enhanced job skills), or

nonvocationally (e.g., enhanced abilities for self-care).

(Standard S, dats element iii; Standard 7, data element iii)

(4) VR shall serve as many eligible clients as it can. (Siandard

1, data element i)

(5) VR shall use.its resources as efficiently as gossible. (Stan,-

dard 2) IP.

(6) VR shall give priority service to severely,handicapped individuals.

(Standard 1, data element ii)

Each of these maxims,concerns the outputs of VR, and there are can -

flicts wren among these six. For example, assume that.campetitive emgloy-

ment it indeed the ideal outcome. Since competitive employment requires

greater skills than noncompetitive employment, then, in general, greater

effort will be required of VR (in terms of time-and cost) to achieve com-

petitive employment outcomes. That is, costs go,up (and "efficiency" goes

down) to the extent ihat competitive employment autcomes are emphasized.'

There may be'another conflict between serving the severely disabled and

the goal to serve the most clients.

.The discussion below presents some empirical findings.on the relations

among measures of performance to underline the difficulties that multiple

measures cause. \Then, two approaches to the problems of multiple measures

are presented with their shortcomings noted. Last, the implications of

continuing with multiple measures for the standards system are laid out.

NID

RELATiONS AMONG MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

A data base of all the standards data elements is not available for

all agencies (since several new data collediion instruments are involved

and since the standards' pretest was carried out in only six state Va
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agencies). However, the data-is available for someobf the data elements,

allowing analysis of some of the relationships among VR perfomance measures.

In Knuce, Miller, ahd Cope, relationships among several measures of

tnputs, process, and outputs were investigated for_the 54.states and U.S.

territories. Several of the measures used are found in the standards

data elements, and others are very similar. The bivariate correlations

among some of these measures for 1968 an4 1969 are shown in Table 3 .

The authors state:

Both the high levels.of rehabilitation rate and rehabilitant's
salary are desirable program outcomes. Yet, the results

suggest that these outcames.may be incompatible with each

other. Such an incompatibility is highlighted by the opposite
relationship that the two output variables (the rehabilitation
rate and rehabilitant's salary) have to the number of cases
served. Where more clients are served, the rehabilitation
rate is higher but rehabilitant's salary is lower. Conitersely,

whed fewer clients are served a higher placement level (reha-
bilitant's'talary) is adhieved. Parenthetically, it is noted

that volume, as measured by number of cases per 100,000, is
associated with.lower rehabilitation cost.

The inverse relatianship between rehabilitation rate-and
rehabilitant's salary has Tpecial implicaticns for program
evaluation. Many programs that look good on one of these
outcome variables will look bad on the other one. This
finding does not necessarily imply that programs high or low
on either of these Variables are good or bad. However,_ the

results'do strongly support a position that the two-kinds
of programs have diAerent resources and strategies. Those

agencies with high rates tend to have more financial resourcei,
work with more clients, rely more on workshops, and keep
clients ia the caseload for a shorter period of time. Those
with lower rates tend to deal with fewer clients, be more
selective in accepting clients keep them in the program for
i-longer period of time, and provide them more training.
Therefore, examination and evaluation of &program on the
basis of anly one criterion could lead to erroneous con-
elusions about program effectiveness.' (page 157)

In Dodson (1978), factor-analysis was used to investigate the

relationships among measumes of outputs, and among measures Of perfor-

mance for the states for 1970. The results ofthe factor analysis for'

the performance measures are shown in Table4. ,

A factor analysis of all. eight performance measures yields three

factors . The first ha's high loadings on.% with earnings at closure ( .93) ,
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Table 5

.*

Correlation Among Measures -- Knuce, Miller, and Cope

---Measure-

-

1 2
/ 3 4

r...----

''1

1. Clients served \'-'-1-38/ -.43
a

.89/.92 -.34/ -.29

Per lomoo pop-,
ulation

t

2. Ezpenditure per .
-.39/ -.36 .06/.50

26 closure

5. Reh 'tation -.39/ -.39

rate pe 100,000 ,

4wfpopuia an
. .

4. Average earnings
at closure for .

26
.

,

al968/1969
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Table 4 ,

Fadtor Analysis of .Output Measures -- Dodson (1978)

,Measure
-

1 .2

,

. 3

. . .

1. Percent 26 with earnings at
closure

2. Average earnings at closurp

3. Percent 26 with competitive
employment

4. Percent homemaking . .

5, Increase in earnings fram
referral to closure

.

6. Reduction in publ# assis-
=Ice

7. Percent with public assis-,
tance at closure

8. Benefit.cost ratio (crude)

*

.93

,

.86

-.93

.

_...

.93

.

.81

.

.

.

.

.

.
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'competitive employment (.86), and homemaking (-.93). -The second factor

has high loadings on earnings at closure (.93) and on increase in earnings

(.81), refleCting the high'correlation (.92) between these two measures.

The third,haf a high Loading on benefit cast ratio (.29). These factors

.account for the following percentages'of the phared variation: 50.6%,

31.1%, and 18..3%, respectively. Overall, these three factors account for
At

71.1% of the total variation. Ok the individual measures, only reduction

in public assistance (4.5%) and % with-public assistance at closure (23.1%)

have.lesA than SO% of their variation ceplainid by these three factors..

Thus, the percentage2of earnings or competitive eirploymeni (as in

data element 4i or Si) comprises a ver,/ aifferent dimension than the

absolute level of earnings (as in data element.4ii). The cost benefit

ratio presents again'another. dimension.1

The main conclusions to be drawn frmm these analyses are:

some of.the standardi data elements are positively related,

so that an agency doing w614 in one data element will likely

be doing well an other data elements;

some of the standard..data elements are'unrelated, even within

the same standard, so that an agency doing yell on,olite data

element will not be related.to its doing well an other data

elements;

some of the standards data elements are negatively related, so

that an agency doing well on one data element will likely do'

less well on anothei data element; and

the attainment of VR,agencies with regard to the Performance

and Procedural Progrma Standards is cle'arly multidimensionai.

APPROACHING TIJE PROBLEMS OF THE RELATIONS AMONG THE ?ROGRAM STANDARDS
... y . f

There-are some possible approaches to the problems of the relations

among program goals. Two are discussed below: the use of a-composite

scalliand thtspecifiction of a hierarchy of standards and data elementS.

1These dimensions have a correlation of zero, since orthogonal rota-
tion has been performed; Ilhen oblique rotation was tried, the correlations
between dimensions stayed near zero.
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. Use of a Composite Score ,

, . r;
The measurement of the 13 different standards will necessarily xn-

valve discrete measurep of an agency's attainment on 21 data elements for
-

performance standards plus procedural standar4p. This has raised the

question of the desirability of the:development of some composite measure

that would enable one to quickly summarmze the status of any given agency's .

attainment or to easily compare across agencies.

r.

There are both technical and conceptual ssues torhe addressed in

developing or cansidering the merit of composite measures. Technical

f.Ssues, ance the decision to use a codposite has been made, are two:

standardizing different units of measure (so that, for example, percent

campetitively employed, dollars Per successful client, ratio of closure

.to referral earnings can be.combined in one measure), and weighting of

the individual elements comprising the composite measure (is,the propor-

tion of sucoessfUl clients of equal weight to the,cost7effectiveness of

serving clients; are these of equal weight to an averall program benefit-

cost ratical. At least ahe approach to the stand#rdization of scores has

already been applied ta VR standards (i.e., the current nine standards,

not these-proposed revised standards). That approich 4as outlined by Perry

Levinson, the Research apd Evaluation Specialist far Region Iv, in his

adaptation of the Profile Analysis Technique to the development of Per-

formance Level Scores, using stanine (standard nine) scores for each

measure, Given the desire to produce a composite'performance score, that

approach or same other variant could be used. However, tip.e units of

standardized scores are-diflicult ta interpret and thus o6uld result in

same confusion in the reporting system. The second technical issue, however,

that -of weighting, is more camplex. In fact, it is not'solely a technical

Assue, but a very serious plicy issue. Who is to be responsible for

establishing which sten ards, and which measures within each standard,

are most imPortant?, H w are the specific numeric weights to be assigned?.

BPA believes that this would represent, for the VR Program Standards, a

very difficult,task.

1 There are serious conceptual issues in.addition to the technical

issues dutl ed above. Each data element has bean selected,for its

ability t measure a discrete aspect of that standard. Thus, it is
1

1
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important.to be able tolbserve a.given agencyittament both'in.terms

,ofits ability,to produce cOmpetitive.employmegticlosUre and:in terms of

its clients' aliilityto:retain.benefits for am:extended Period after ter-
.

aination of servicei. ,Similirly,,it iiimportant to know the cost-benefit

1and cost-effeetivenelS.with' which the agency Can aohieVe.these objectives.

The use Of a comOosite measure', while,it appears tO fa4litate comparison

across-agencieS, actUally masks.or,loses information. Two agencies, each

with a

stren

osite'scgre of 60 on,a scale of 100,may have very different

and,weaknesses: one ftay have very 'high client satisfaction,

but very high costs Also; the other may have.very high cost-effectiveness,
_

but_verr low satiSfaction of its'clients. An example-of this problem is
,-,

shown'in Table S : ,The revelsof attainment for vdo data elements, both

expressed as percentages, are given for six hypothetical agencies. If

equal Weights of,1.0 are used for eaCh dta eleaent, the first three

agencies show.the ame composite scoresJ60%5 and the,next three show '

40%. As the iable shows; the'composite score masks attainment on the two'
,

data elements, which is very different. The overall attainment of agency

D is clearly less than that Of agencY A. However,-despite the lower.com-

p site 34res, is it clear that agencies E and F are wprse than agenCy A?

e primary purpose of.the system that gPA, RSA, and- CSAVR have taken

pains to.develop is to exaTine differences across agency,attainment,

reasons for-probiematic atainment,'and thus to be aOleto prpvide\

guidame en how tg iiprove attainment. The coMputation of composite

.
attainment measures does not contribute to this end and, in fact, is

likely to serve to livert attention from this purpose, which involves

carefUl interpretation and thoroughanalysis, to the facile purpose of

'Aranking" and "rating" agdncies.

We do believe, however,ithat Underlying the quest'for composite

scores are some legitimate concerns. ..The concerns are that the individual.

-tIndards caanot be looked it Solely in isolation, that there are,relation

shipt among standards, that there are trade-offs in the ability to show

successful attainment on the standards, and that a "systems" or'"holistic"
. .

approach to.considering atsainment'on the standards is ne, eded. Thus, an

agency that does well in producing competitive, high-wage closUres may hot

do so well in the proportion of all clients that are "successful" -- quality

,
b- 4



Table 5
I.

Problems with a Composite Score:-

Hypothetical Attainment on Two Data Elements

7--

,V11 Agency Data Element 1 Date Element 2

.Equalbi Weighted
Commosite Score

A . 60% , 60% 60%

B . 95% . 25% . 60%

C 40% 80%

L
60%

p 40% 40% 40%
.0

E 70% 104 40%

F 50% 75% . 40%

. _._ _

M1
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may involvea. trade-off'in quantity. .Numerous such trade-offs eiist in

terms of the standards. Attention to this issue is critical. The point,

however, is that use of composite measures does not elucidate the trade-offs

and relationships, but rather hides them. The high-quantity-low-quality

agency and.the high-quality-low-quantity agency may well have the same com-

posite score.-

The appropriate format for jooking in a "systems" manner at an agency's

attainment is the decision support structure, explained in Chapter V and

illustrated in detail in Appendix-A of this report, that we have devised.,.

as the framework for the standards. Rathl than subsuming the standards

under each other, this system allows the analyst to statistically "control"

far ane standard in assessing attainment on another. This logical stricture

is far mare comprehensive.in providing the ability to control for elements

of VR auiside of the standards. 1Thus, in understanding performance.on

measures of quality outcome for Zandad 4 (e.g., wages), we can look not

only at an agency's performande on1ie quantity of successful placement

(Standard 3), but also at client mix (severity of disability), economic

condition of the state awl,region, and other important factors not part

of the standards at all. Techniques such as the Profile Analysis Tech -

nique'and more complex multivariate (such as regression) analysis tech-

niques also allow examination of multiple measures and permit RSA, state

program managers, and outside evaluators to see relationships among stan-

dards, determine what is facilitatiag or-hindering good attainment, and'

identify the type of program changes*that will lead to improve attainment

t4s is exactly what the composite score will not do.

.41

Hierarchy of Standards and Data Elements

_Another approach less demanding than the composite score is the

.specification.of a hierarchy of standards and data elements. In spite

of the many criticismsof the camposite score just discussed, the most

teliiing problem is the. near impossibility in getting weights developed

and agreed on. A less demanding ipproach would be to bypass exact weights

and instead identify'a hierarchy Of standards and data elements.

A very simple form Of(this hierarchy would he far the state VR agency

or RSA to rank theldata elementswith the highest ranking data element
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at the top of the hierarchy, and so on. With this hierarchy, state VR

agencies could first focus all their efforts on the top priority data

element, then an the second, through the last.

Even simpler would be tor the state VR agency or RSA to identify one

high prioritY data element, with all the other data elements secondary.

However, in either form, either when ranked closely or in the secondary

set of data elements, some way would ham, to be found to express the trade-

off between zero or negatively correlated data elements.

How realistic is it to develop such a hierarchy, and.to obtain a

consensus from'all involved parties; including the Department of Educa-

tion, the OMB, the Congress, the states, CSAVR,,consumer groups, etc.?

One way tebegin-to develop a hierarchy would be to recognize that dif-

ferent data elements may be seen to serve different functions:

The most important data elements are those that serve as the

key indicators of success on the program's priority objectives.

Otherdata elements serve as indicators of aspects of perfor-

mance of interest to RSA, rather than of priority objectiires.'

The reasons that a data element may be of tangential interest

include: the autput represented by the data element may be

beyond the control of VR;,.or, we do not yet understand the

causes of success on the data*element, yet we are still in-.

terested in observing states' performances; or, the methodology

has yet to be developed to a level suitable for use in assess-

ing state performance.

Other data elements or their numerators ar denominators are

intended less as management tools than as ways of presenting

VR to the autside world: their value lies in the areas of

public relations and lobbying rather than-as indicators for

management (client satisfaction could be seen in this way).

The implications of'continuing with the dultiple measuree without

composite scores or without a hieraichy of standards are very clear.

The effect is to weight each data element for each Standard equally.

Also, the state VR agencies are given one explicit direction far trade-,

offs between data elements. However, in objectives set by each agency,

implicit weights and implicit trade-offs will be reflected.



Chapter Iv reviews the issues involVed in setting agency objectives

on the standards; the levels of attainment set for each data item thus

become the guidelines for directing agency performance. Chapter V dii-

cusses the diagnostic power available by combining different measures in

the decision support system; such analysis.Should be undertaken if agenCy

performance shows problematic achievement on one or more of the datw

elements.

BPA suggests that_two steps be-taken to address the question of

weights. First, in the decision support system, the relationt between

the attainment by agencies on the data elements should be examined empiric-

ally each year. In this way, the'continuing existence of trade.offs can

be verified. If attainment on. all of the data elements shows very high

positive intercorrelations, then the problem is.resolved. Zero or negative

correlations will indicate that the problem Still exists. Far example, we

might find that 100% "impact" can be obtained only if we,are willing to

settle for'60% coverage (i.e., by sacrificing 40% coverage) and 40% effic-

iency. Lafinite other variations would ixist. This informatihnion the

range,of possible trade-offs could be presented to policy makers, and.

througirsome procesS of,sconsensus building the acceptable trade-offs could

be-determined. The main advaitage of this approach is that specific pro-

gran choices would be identified.

Second, as the standards system operates over time, a state VR agency

or RSA will be able to examine the level; of attainment reached-overall.

As these levels increase perhaps disproportionately, certain data-elements

could be tarpted for emphasis.

Together, these two approaches afford.a practical role for standards

in the operation of state programs: The measures and their relationships

can be refineebased pn knowledge gained through use and experience.

6 8
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IV. SETTING VR AGENCY OBJECTIVES VIS-A-VIS THE STANDARDS

Once standards and associated data elements measuring the goals.and

fUnctions ofthe VR.system have been specified, some way must be devised

to set levels of each data element as the objectiveof-each VR agency.

Today, the mleasures, for perfarmance came retroactively, from comparison

with other states! autcomes. This new system calls for prospective goal

setting. 8aying that a VR agency should make sure, far example that rehab-

r"-ilitated clients Shall evidence economic independence is fine. But, far

thedata element "percent ;6 dlosures with weekly earnings at or above

federal minimum wage," no ievel'is obvious. 8hould the agendy have 100%

of its clients at.or abave minimum wage? 80%? 60%? Some way must be,

fauad to set the level that a paTticular yR agency' should strive far.

4 The discussion of setting VR agenCy objectives proceeds'as follows.

First, the question of whether there should_be objectives is raised.

Second, three existing methods far settiAg objectives are-described. .

Third, the dimensions of amethod far setting objectives are autlined.

Lastly, a new proposal far setting objectives is put forth,

'SHOULD IFHERE BE OBJECTIVES?

.-,

A standards systeM could operate-Without objectives. However, would

suck a standards,system result in higher levels of aitainment on the data

elements? Without objectives, there would be no firm guides to state VR

agency decisionmakers. They would have measures from previous years, and

a vague mission of doing better (or, in these times, maintaining perfor-

mance). Moreover, the state VR'agency would not have any signals as to

whetherthe decisions and actions of the previous.years had the desired

effects: No information an the level of effort or amount of change would

#' be available-because there wouid be no yardstick to measure progress by.

Without an objective, very simply, progress is hard to meaSure.

4



EXISTING APPROACHES TO SETTING OBJECTIVES

There are some existing approaches to setting objectives. They are.

reviewed below to identify the curre statp-of-the-art. They include:

the method used in'the current standards;

4 the method used in the SSDI/SSI-VR Special Program; and

the method previously proposed by BPA for the -revised
4

standards.

ApproaCh of the Current Standards: National Averages

National averages are used in setting objectives in the current stan-

dards. There, statistical distributions of particular data elements are

developed each year, and those states that fall outside the acceptable

bounds are identified. Several alternative ways for identifying cut-off

.points are used, including i central tendency based approach (such as

one standard deviation from the mean) or percentaging (such as-bottom 10%)

ar ranking (bottom 10 agencies).

On the positive side, this approach provides a relatively easy way to

identify those states with below average performance. Objectiveslbased on

national averages allow he targeting of states that may need technical

assistance or at least her evaluation. Additionally, since the use of,\

national averages provides an easy way to view aggregate national perform- \\_

ance, this qprimach,provides ane way to identify overall program planning

needs.

-There are many negatives associated with thii approach. Rrimary-among

them is the'establishment of a model of performance based an a statistical

average (the status quo), which may or,may not represent an appropriate

target for agency attainment. The,approach, by providing no a priori

targets for states to shoot for, is not likely.to motivate states,toschange

present practice. It inherently places some agencies outside the accept-

able performance levels because of the statistiaal.-CanstruCtion of the leve

even if no Pblicy or management rationale distinguishes their performance

as unacceptable. BeyOnd this, the apprOach gay require-controls to adj4v--

for exogenous factors that would affect_performance, since a nitional'

comparison maY not be appropriate for particular agencies, on particular
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data elements. Even with improved measures of Central tendency, these

problems still hold.

VP

Approach Used in the SSDI/SSI-VR Special erograms: Norms

For the SSDI/SSI-VR Special Program, RSA took the tack of directly

spedifYing the level each agency Should readh on a number of data elements.

In a December 21, 1977 Information Memorandum (RSA-P/-78-10), four case

closureperformanCe data.elements were considered: percentage,SGA (signi-

ficant gainful activity); percentage cases meeting SSC (special selection

criteria), receiving,signifinant serVices, and achieving SGA; cost per SGA;

and cost per 26. For the percentage SGA, an objective of 80% was et. The

basis for this level is not discussed, but seems to be 4hat RSA thilnks the

agencies shauld attain.

Approach Proposed for the Revised Standards: Progress Levels

_

The approach recommended by BPA 'in 1978 is a progress approach, which

utilizei a retrospective performance classification method in order.to

establish i baseline assessment Of a given state's attainment on any given

data element. This baseline assessmentecategorizes individual state VR

agencies into high, medium, or low levels of attainment for a specific

year. "High" is defined as perforiance equal to or Above the national.'

average performance for.any data element (or, the national mean for any

data element). Medium performance is defined as performance between the

natipnal_average for any one O-f-the-datielements and the first standard

deviation below the average, and law performance is.that performance

beneath the-fir5t-standard deviation below the national average. This

categorization is then the basis far prospectively establishing expected

attainment for the coMing year, .based ori the history,af Attainment of the

agency and ?others on a particular data element.

A state would be expected to perform a specified fraction, or per-

centage, of the national rate of peiformance change on each specific data

element. The fraction ar percentage will depend an which performance

class a state fal,ls into. The national rate of performance change is"'

--nothing more than the average percentage rate that all states .(combined)

71
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shave improved or declined between specific years on each data element.

For positive national rates of change, States classified in the high

denary would be expected.to increase performance 75% of the'national

rate of performance change on any given-data e1emmxt*,--14hile -those states--

classified in the medium performance categories would be expected to im-

prove 125% of the national rate of performance change. Those states

landing in the low performance margins are expected to improve ISO% of.the

national rate of performance change. For negative national rates of

change, the percentages should be reversed (the worst states can not

afford to slip as much as the "high" states). The rationale behind this

is that such expectations require'states doing well to maintain their

level of performance while not pushing.them to unreasonable goals. How-

ever, those states in the medium and low categories are expected to in-

crease their performance'relative to their national standing and the

national average. This provides direction to each state regarding what

is expected of it relative to all states and subsequently provides an

optilitistic direction fo24"-the natiOnal rehabilitation prograd.

A NEW PROPOSAL FOR,SETTTNG VR AGEItYsOBJECTIVES,

During the pretest, BPA reviewed a,number of other alternatives to

setting levels. BPA propOses a new approach for setting VR agency objec-

tives, an approach that shares some of the aspects of the 1978 proposal,

but diverges from that proposal in other ways.

Since aprospective method Jor Setting VR agency objectives has not

been in effect,..the-VR SiStem has no experience to draw on in evaluating

the varioui possible methods. We suggest a workable approach in the short
4),

run, wiih monitoring, eialuation, and revision of the approach after the

system has been operating far a time.

As part of the initial objective setting the levels of attainment

am each of the standards data elements for the previous year, the objec-
-

tives far tile year, a44 historical performance of the agency will be,

reviewed. Also riviewed, would be the values of all the components of the

data elements and assOciated information data elements. The levels of

attalnment, negotiate* objectives, and informational data elements could

,f?
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also be reviewed for comparable agencies, exemplary agencies, and the

nation as a whole. All of this information cou/d bellavailable in the

reporting system described in Chapter VI.

A negotiation process could balance what the state'VR agency thinks

it can attain versus what RSA- wOuld like it to attain. Under such an 7

'approachthe objective is unlikely to be viewed as iafeasible or unreal-
/

istic by the state VR agency.

Once the neW standards system has been operating for two years, the

method of settingtobjectives'shauld be evaluated. One part of the,..evalu-

g
ation would be a comparison of the objectives set by the various technical

methods to the negoitiated objectives, to see if these methods would have

made a difference.1The'major focus of the evaluation should be an whether

the levels of attainment an the data elements have increased. In addition,

RSA should canvas the state VR agencies and Regional'Office-.qaff an hoW

the objective setting process is working. 'At that point,- another method

might be chosen, or the,proposed method continued.



,

V. INVEST/GATING PtROBLEMATIC -ATTAIMENT:

. DATA-RASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM,

'Ilk state's peFformance an the data elements should be compared to the
_

performance levels set for that period. Some agencies will Agthave mei-

some of-their objectives set for level of attainment on the_SI!!!!!rds.
_

The system does,npt stap with this comparison or grading but instead moves

to investigate the problematic attainment and to identify corrective actions
/

as Part of the decision support system. The purpose of the decision sup-

port system is to close the gap between reporting on,the standards ind

actions based an the standards. The System should:

provide an ability to pinpoint causes for problems int attainment;

Identify strategies leading to enhanced attainment; and

identify appropriate polity recommendationsand.programactions

that can be taken by state agencies, RSA, or Congress, based on 4'*-

the aalysis ald aimed at improvement in agency attainment.. .

Achievement of these objectives requires sYnthesis of first-hand

faMiliarity with program aperatians, analytic techniques, andi sensitivity

*policy concerns. SensiiiVity to,policy concerns is a.Most iciportant

consideration in,terms ofthe overall design of the suppottive,evaluation

system. Decisions are made by program managers, be they within RSkoz .

within state agencies. The standards evaluation system is designedsto

inform decisions aimed at alleviating observed prtblems in agencx.attain-

ment. As such, the aVerall supportive evaluation'sYstem mint/first and

faremoit address the information needsof program. managert: What thiS

means in practicif-terms is that, at a minimum, program managers-must be

provided with informaticnithat is: ,
.

.

*.% r levOlt to the issues, problems) under considerition;'

quicklfrtandeasily int,rpretable;

40. timely; and'

can be formulated.

l'

00 suggestive either of an immediate policy response to the problem,

or of further,investigatto&needeetiefort.an appropriate,teSpOnse,

,
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The-basic flow of the deciiion_support system is shown it Figure 3.

Problematic attainment, Where an agency is unable to mest its objective

for a particular standard data element is the,signal for the p cess to

start. -Problematic attainment isflagged in the reports. R and the

state VR agencies initiate itvestigation of the problematic attainment.

I they are able to identify problems and possible corrective actiOns,

thn implementation is the-next step: If not,,then morelextensive investi-

gatian is called for. ImplementatiOn of the correCtive actions will affect

state VR agency operations in the.next cycili of the standards system. As --

a'result of the corrective action's the agency may bejable po meet its_ob-.

jectives, Otherwise, the cycle starts anew. \

As noted, the investigation of problematic.attainment has been broken

into two parts:

basic problem identification 'earried'out by VR and R$A st'aff

and the state VII agencies, using the,standards reporting system

plus age4cy knowledge of program operations; an0

evaluation research, carried. 'dUt by ,eValuation staff"ar by out-

side camsultants, usLag agency data anOther dais bases Tr

an-site inirestigatians and case reviewSiwas needed.

This cbter is or ganized as follows: 1.

a,generai model of the thinking process:that managers Would .

, undertake to investigate the causes of prableMatic attainment

presented first;

twb examples of how the thinking process would be applied

to data an the revised standards are given-next;

the,two maior leveJs of statistical evaluation researckare
\

st.nmparize*_,

THE ;wags OF PROBLEM rogiTTFIcATIoN

The'process of.problem identification outlined below maY be carried out

within individual state VR agencies or by RSA: The information for,the prqblem

identification will,come from the standards reporting system as well as from

the'agency managers' -knowledge of progra'm operations. The process consists

of narrowing in on problems by examining a selected set of data indicators
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Figure;

The Flow of the DecisiOn-Support-System-
.

identify
problems and pos-
sible corrective

actions
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when a problem is flagged. These i "second-level indicators" will then lead
. 4

to particular diagnoses of agency,problems or indicate further areas'for

investigation, once the problem is identified to the manager's satisfaction.

At that point, corrective action is formulated. Or, at any point in tracing _

out these problems further analysis in the form Of evaluation research may

be required. This process is.likethat normally.illustrated by a decision

tree. .0f course, the progess of problem identification may lead down severi'l

paths at onCe. The point is to.6 the analytical thinking and, utilize exist-

ing information to identify passible problems and corrective actions. Also,

more than two paths may need investigation from a particular node, or more

than three levels of indicators may have to be examined. Below, the speci-
;

fics of this.process are further delineated.

9, a,datt element shows problematic attainment, the first level-of

analysis is to examine the components of the element, dissecting the ratio

or measure into its seParate parts, to pinpoint the areas needing attention.

For example, irthe numerical value of ,a ratiO is too large, the problem

\\ may be in aa area of agency operations reflected in the numerator (too .

large), the denominator (too small), orboth. Comparison of aitainment
, .

an the data elements ar their components with that of other agencies with

similar programs, .or historically, ar an other-data items, can help deter-

mine the extent to which the indicator shows areal problem ar if there is

a good explanation for the attainment. The goal in this analysis is to-
.

seek explanation, or"the identification of which, components or related

measures pinpoint the areas to be-explored further. This analytical

process may take-several_iterations befare a cause is pinpointed. The

first levels of the process.are not to be seen as complex statistical

analysis problems, but rather straightforward, simple program camparisohs

that allow people to progress through a decision-tree, diagnosing problems
,

. and using program information to reach conclusions about probable causes.
,

Same branches of a decision-tred proceas may lead to problems or investi-

gations that require camplfx.statissical. analyses, but only several leyels
" e

into the'process. For exathple, using a case of poor performance on an

agency's "expenditures,per 26 rehabilitation," an examination of cost/
. .

,
closure and cost/case may reveal that the agency is.achieving too low a

.,

proportion of 26 closures or might suggest that the system is-either.serving
. .

.

7 7
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clients too lowly or not serving enough clients. Each of these possibili-,

ties'can al o be explored at the Stcond-level. 'These alternatives are shown'

schematically in Figure 4. "Third level" indicators may be needed to explore

the selected alternative further, before deciding on'a specific coerse of

action. ..The information necessary to address these isiues may be found in

other data elements within the'standards system or may suggest,the need for,

more formal evaluvion research.

Table 6 , shows in more detail the decision-stepS in this example explot-

ation. The column headed "first level indicators"- shows four possible

combinations of two other indicators, cost/cloiure and cost/case, which we

suggest using in conjunctiOn with an unacceptable (high) value of data.'

element Z(ii). Depending on acceptable or unaCceptable levels of these

indicators, a different "scenario," or type oePrOblem, is,identified. For

instance, if both of these indicators are "acceptable," then this'indicates

that the agency is achieving a proPortion of 26 closurelkwhich is too low.

This can be confirmed by referring to data element 3(1). If cost/closure

is unacceptable,but the cost/case is'accePtable,,then the agency is. adhiev-,,,00-.

ing too Tew closures. As can be seen here, this first level diagnosis

leads to in-depth investigation of different'parts of'the.system. The table .

shows the-types of second- and third-level questions.that could bepursued,

depending.on the initial comparisons'and explanation. Appendix A.of this'

report contains tables like this for the other.data elements, plus step-by-

'step dissiays to guide the manager or analYst through eacn:"decision tree."

'At each level of the investigation, the goal should be to quickly.and

more finely hone in an the precise nature (i.e., cause)lof the problem..

Depending on the findings generated by a given level of the analysis, the

prOgram manager may'decide either: that further Investigation is warranted

before formulating a policy response; that the findings areadequate to

suggest an approPriate response; or that, despite the adequacy of the find-

ings, no useful policy response can be offered (e.g., due to prior institu-
,

tional, legislative, or funding constraints). ft

The indicatois used in the investigation of problematic attainment are

grouped and sequenced in such a way as to answer increasingly detailed

questions. 1, This allowsmanagers and evaluators to go a fair distance in
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determining the natuie of the problem before needing recourse to more soph-

'isticated and time-consuming "causal" analyses. This is not .to say that

other sophisticated analyses are undesirable or unnecessary. On the con-

trary, they as often as not may prove useful to managers in pinpointing

precise causes of problem performance. However, the advantage of this

model is that it allows the agency to quickly investigate and discard

certain hypotheses regarding the problem's cause, and therefore to more

quickly direct the investigation toward what seems to be the likely

cause. Once the likely cause is identified through use of the indicators,

the manager can direct the evaluation/research staff to conduct the needed

causal.analyses.

La the discussion which follows, we illustrate the chronology of

thinking and aaalysis which should occur prior to the formulation of a policy

response, using numerical examples from tha MEU data collected for the pre-
:

test or available from reports.

EXAMPLES

-

The discussion presents two working examples of the supportive evalua-

tion process. These tmoaxamiples include investigating an agency-level

data element 2(ii), cost per 26 closure, which was used also' for Table 6

and a client-level data element 5(i), percent 26 closures competitively

employed. These analyses will inClude indicators fran state data, the

Standards data elements, and information contained on the R-300, RSA-.2,

and RSA-101. The.readar should refer to Table 6, and its branches, in

reading through the first example.

One.important point must be made before this presentation of the

investigation process can begin. In out examples, we use standards pre-

test data from the six Model Evaluation Units (WEUs). These analyses were

subsequently reviewed with the agencies' evaluation staffs to verify inter-

pretations. The purpose of the examples is to offer a more concrete demon-

stration of the use of the system. The analyses'we-present reflect titer

amount of information available in the pretest and should be interpreted

only to the extent that it follows from the results presented. Moreover,

there was only one year of data available in the-pretest, and there were

1' 81



Table6

Problem: Expenditures Per Rehabilitation Are Too High

Scenario

First Level Indicators Second Level Indicators

V-
lhird kvel. indicators (if applicable)

Expenaltures/
Closure

..
Expendi-
tures/Case

, .

lmplica-

tion

"Leading
Ouestions"

t

% '

.'

, .

Evaluation t estidhs

1 Acceptable \

, .

.

"
w

,

Acceptable

.

.

4i.

.

Agency is

achieving
too low a
proportion
of 26
closures

Standards Data

Element 3(1)

0126

,Is the % too

lowIts

If no. which
clients or
o sponents

iost too .

much?

None (go to next

column)

Service costs Jo:
t

-- 26s ,

-- 28s and 30s

Service cosis by
-service type

/
..

Analysis of successful closures ,

. .

What is the average life-of-case .

cost for each closure group?

What proportion of totul tife-of-
case costs are spent on each

.

closure group? .. .

Mak proportion of current sbrvice
costs went to each Service tipe?

What is the average_Ost of each
sorVice type. for Clients receiv-.

ins that service?

V/26,828,130)
,

.

.

4 .

.

2 Too Higb
.

t

45

.

Acceptable

.

'

'

. -

.

Agency is
serving
clients
too

slowly:

achieving,
too feii

closures .

Post-AccdPtance
Closure Rate

P26428030 .

Is the ser-
vice process
too slow?

.

Have we had

a recent
influx of
acceptances?

.

Timeliness
10-12/12-24
Average time from
acceptance to.

closure (10-24)

Rate of accept-

WO
.

,

. , .

Which ispect of services for
accepted.clieets tidies relatively .

too long?
,

-Hone (end of,investigation)

.

.

.

%1 open cases) ;

.

.

3 Acceptable

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

gd
i

Too High

.

.

0

Agency has
recently
developed
a bottle-
ack in
intake
process:

too few
clients

o wing

ac cp d
into th

system

Standards Oats
Element 1(11) *

served 110-30 )

Do we hove
too few
applicants?

Does use of
Extended Eval-
uation aceount
for the low

.

accep tance

rate?

Do we have

too many

ineligible
spplicants?

f of applicants
(From RSA-101)

11-300 item
(06 takes too'

long) .

t 02 m > 06
(too many enter

061

02 ,> 08 and
06 m s 08

Could outreach be made more effec-

tive?

What kinds of clients are going

into 06?

What kinds of serviiies aro provided

during 06?

What reasons aro given for closing

clients ineligible?

From whore are these clients being

'referred?

I. 100000 population

Ruts of acceptance
0

IJ of new status 10k
I new .appikcants *

1 on-hand applicants
I on-hand 06s

es

c .

4 ' ,Too High.

# .'

i

,

.

-AL

Too High

r

4

Agency has
both an in-
tato and a
timeliness
problem

.

Same as 2 and 3

.

. .

.

,

Same as,2 and 3

.

.

.^

I .

.
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no-a priori data element objectives set by these agencips. Since the
-

attainment of an agency an a data element should be,interpreted by a

comparison to agency operating goals, a'low value on a data element might

or might not indicate problematic attainment, With this id mind, let us

turn to a specific example using data element 2(ii), expenditure per 26

closure.

EXAMPLE ONE: AN AGENCY-LEVEL DATA ELEMENT, EXPENDITURES PER REHABILITATION

The Problem

The data element in the example includes both cost data (the numerator

is total agency expenditure in the year) and impact data (the denominator

is the number of 26 closures or rehabilitations achieved in the same period).

For this example, we will assume ghat an agency, which we will designate

-as Agency A, has recorded an unusually high value farexpenditures per te-

habilitation. In investigatini the performance of Agedry A on expenditure

-perv26 closure, shown in'Table 7, Agency A's program manager .lboks at two

other agencyls information to verify that performance on this data element

is indeei high:

Table 7 ,

.ExT;enditure.Per Rehabilitatio*

Agency Expenditures/RehaliiIitation

A

B

C

,

,

.

$ 4,461.30

$ 2,408.64

$ 3,892.78

?

From this table, we see that Agency A has a high cost pet 26 closure,"

compared to Agencies B and C, located in the same RSA region. In an actual

case, Agency A-would be using additional informaticin suCh-as-comparisOns
-

to past agency performance, to other similar agencies, or tb other baseline

data. In aur analysis, we rety solely an the pretest data,_andAherefore

base our example on comp4risons with'two other states.

4
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First Level Indicators (see Table 6, "First Level Indicators")

In order to analyze attainment on this data element, the program

manager must attempt first to determine which of the data eleFent's

components explains "the problem": specifically, has the agency failed

tO obtain a large enough number of rehabilitations (i.e., the denominator

is small relative to the numerator)? Or, alternatively, does the agency

have a nroblem controlling its various costs (nuMerator large relative
-

to denominator)? It may appear that, in the cansegt of this data

element, the two issues are interrelated and inseparable: if costs per

26. closure are high, then by definition the agency has both "lost cantrol"

Of its costs relative to the number of 26's produced, and it has failed to

produce an appropriate number of 26's given its expenditure level. However,

despite the intuitive sense of this linkage, the numbers and cost ques-

tions can and need to be,separated in malyzing.the dl'element. This

will be shown. belay.

The method developed for analyzing this data element is as fcillows.

Firs, we iake a preliminary assumvtion that the problem lies in the _
agency's "26 factor"; that is La the speed and frequency with which the

agency produces 26 closures. ôiy if the first and second level indica-t
0

tors sutgest no productian (26's) problem, will the manager undertake a

cost analysis.

Thus, the first questidn the manager asks is "why do we have so few -

26 closures?" One way to analyze this question is to place it injhe can-

text of a client flow problem. That is, the agency's low number of 26 /

closures may be the result of some bottleneck or failure in the service
.*

process. This is the approach taken below; which identifies four separate

flow problems, (moving from ttie lateit to the ealaiest phases of the service

process):
_ . _

1. The agency is'rehabilitating-too small a proportion.of

its accepted closures.

2. The agendyPis achieving toawfew closures, in general, due

tO bottlenecks in the service process for accepted client's

('timeliness problem). Stated from a different.focus; the
I

'accWpted clients of the agency e spending ielatively
,

,longer periods of time in the va ious service st# atuses.
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-

This reduces the pool ofclients nearing closure; and thus

reduces the pool of potential 26'closures.

3. The agelia'y is accepting too,few clients, thus cutting off.

the flow of potential 26 closures (intake problem).

4. The agency has'both an intake and a timeliness problem. .4-

Al

aot

The manager can test each of these hypotheses by looking simultaniously

at two related indicators: total-expenditure per closure; and total expend-

iture per accepted case. Thase two indicators use the same numerators-

total expenditures) as is used in the data element; 2ii: expenditure per

rehabilitation. However, they "spread" the expenditures over larger groups

and by analyzing the size of those larger'graups *in relation to expendi-

tures, the manager gets an idea of what (if any) kind of flow problem exists.

The results of this investigation follow:

Tabie 8 -

Expenditure Per Cloiure and ExpenditUre Per Case

Agency . Expenditurer/Clo;Ure Expenditure/Case

A $3,428.60 $1,573.69

q
1,757.51 714.58

C
.

2,429.91 1,1084'

(From the RSA-2 aad RSA-1) :

Based an Agency A's comparison to the other two agencies, ,the program

manager concludes that this agency has both aa unacceptably high expenditure

per closure and expenditure per case,. The farmer suggests,that client's are

moving through the service Statuses at a slow pace (a serri,ce bottleneck,
*

due to a timeliness problem or to an increased provisiaeof long term ser-'

vices). The latter suggests that the existence of an intake bottleneck,
, 9

because a smallir caseload size ifl result in a high average exioenditure
4

per caie..

'two

Second Level Indicator for Investigating High Expenditures Per Closure
24

As a rough test of the exi9iice of service bottlenecks (as evidenced

by a high cast/closure),.the program manager tuns to the second level,

,
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; indicator, post-acceptance closure tate._ Thifs ineicator compares the

number of cases cloded durihg the reporting period to the number'of open

tases.' If this perCentage declined over time it --/ould indicate a slowing
,

trend in the flow, of closures. For any.given reporting period; a low

pertentage -- low, that is, in relition.to other baseline figures
.-

indicates a service:flaw that is too slori, and perhaps'in need of adjust7..

/

,ment.

The results of this comparison follow:

Table 9

lost-Acceptance Closure Rate,

4

Agency. .

. ,

, 1

Percentage'Of
"Closed to Open Cases

A

B

c

. 85%

,
69%

84%

(From the RSA-I01)

Based an Agency A's comparison to the two otheragencies, the post,-

acceptanpe closure rate is found to be comparabre.to Agency C and only
,

1$ points above Agency B. In the absence of other baseline information,

the manager rejects the service bottleneck hypothesis. The manager would 'e

then)examine past data on the number of,applicants'desiring VR Services

,to see,ifa recent influx of applicants is skewing'the tesults to make it
S.

appear that expeOiture/closure is problemmatic. tIn the pretest analysis,'

we did not have the historicalAata to make this eXamination.) a this

does not explain the high expenditures per closure, then the program'

-Manager would assUme it to be a cost problem and investlate from that-
.

angle.

Second Level Indicazp- for Investigating High Expenditure Per Case

,

The next situation to be examined ii Agency A's 1iigh expenditure per' ,

4 ;

CA$0. It is possible that the high expenditure,per rehabilitation'may be-4

the result of an intake bottleneck,- - that is, the number of the absures
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is low because the agency is,ccepting 'too few client's into service, thus
. -

cutting off the flow of potential 26 closires..

, As the first eest of this hypothesis,-the manager.looWs'it the agency's

rate of acceptance, or the ratio of newlysaccepted clients td all new

applicants, an hand applicants, and clients in extended evalVation.*

Table 16.

Acceptance Rate'

.

'Agency

.

,21Acceptance.Rate.(in %)

A - 39%,

B 53%
. .

C : 43%

acceptance-rate (newly acceptedclients is a. percentage 61 all

'cilentS) again Shows.Agency A With low performance.' HoWever, before con-

Chiding that Agency A has amCintake bottleneck;tbe program manager will

also want to examine the accepted VR popUlation relative to the state's

population, (imiblei- sar;red per 100,600 population;,stindard 1, data element

ii): This.investigation reveals the foilowing:

Table 11

Clients Yer 100,000 State Population

Agency Number of'Clients/100,000

A

B

C.

-

,

,

- -40416

'6g0.6.

474%1.

-
.

. ,. .
.

.
.

Based on a lpw rate of:acceptance and a lbw numbet served per 100,000
- , , 4\ ',

population, t* program manager conclUdes'the existence of'an intake bottle-
.

,

, neck,,and calls for an examinati9n of.the:intake process..
, g.

.
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Third Level Indicators and"Leading Questions" (see Table 6, "Third
?

,v-
LeVel Indicators") 0

A 1

At the third levei:various explanations of the intikke problem are

explored. Three Separate practices,.in combination or together, may explain

why thereaie too:few-clients entering the system:

Otended evaluation is overused;

too many ineligible clients are accepted;
.1

too few people apply.

'IP

.
To determi9è whether extended evaluation is overused, the manager

examinee the perpntage of agency clients which are placed in extended

evalUation (Status 06). La our example, Agencies B and C.continue to be

7 used far.comparison,purposes. Alternatively, the agency.might use,a. pre-

set standard based 'on national norms or past state-statistics.

, Table 12

Percentage of Clients in Status-06

'AVhcY, %

A 16.0%

.8

C

1.2%

,....

1

-

(From the RSA101

f

%
The results indicate,an unusually high percentage of clients-placed

in,extended evaluation. (nlie might be investigated further by obtaining 4 1

-data-on.the aVerage time in status-Tor 06 clients ar thid reviewing"e his-
. .

.

.

-.

torical use of Status,0§ in Agency A and the.types of disabilities.'cbmmon

td 06s.) The availabie'figures seem to indicate an OVeruse of status 06.. 1
? ,

.

However, the knowledge'of program managers may indicate that this is not

the case,-Vi. that evaluation researchAs required to,answer the prublem.
i

In addition iolthe findings concerning the use of extended.evaluation,

the manager will- "also want.to,look at the percentage of ineligible''applf-
1

0,1
cants. This Jniestigation reveals:

, , ,

1

I.

1
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4

Table 13 .

Percentage of Ineligible Applicants

Agency %

A

-

39.3%

B 31.8% .

C 41.6%

(From the RSA-101)

_Based on these figures, the percentage of clients declared ineligible

for services dOes not iPpear unusual in Agenc7-A and is not judged to be

a source of the intake problem.

The last area to be investigated in the effort to locate the source

of the intake bottleneck is the.number of applicants for VR services. For

the purposes of example we will use the state poPulation as a base to allow

for an across-states comparison. (If this were a-within-state comparison

of administrative regilons, the state cin use local census data as the base

for calculations.)

Table 14

Applicants as a PerCentage of State Population

,

ft

Agency Applicants

State
Population %

2,514 p 582,000 .43%

62,627 -4 11,731.,000 % .53%

C - 23,419 5,197,000
. .

:45%

(From the R...101 and Census Projections)

aased on these results, the following conclusiont can be,drawn cpd-
r.

carting the intake process in Agency A:

The extended evaluation status seems to be overused, thds

reducing the overall acceptance rate. Average time in this' --

4100

status also needs tti.kie investigated. If this turns out to

s 0
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be a problem, then the manager will want to do a within-state

examination of practice, using the same table abalysis to

compare administration regions, and to examine the types of

dlients that are being placed in 06, as well as the kinds of

"services that are being planned.

The number of clients declarea ineiigible for services dots

not appear to be a source of the intake problem.

With the available data the number of appliCant.S has not been

accepted or rejected,as a source of the problem; numbers of

,applicants in the,past years tuid be examined to determine

if this ratio is stabl.r./g.r is now particularly low. /
Also,.

.

an examination of the applicant pattern within the state may

identify trouble'offices ar districts. If the current number

of applicants appears to also be a problem, then the program

manager will want'to examine outreach and intake methods to

see if:they dan be made more effective.

Exuetiztwa: A CLIENT-LEVEL DATA ELEMENT, PERCENT 26 CLQSUES COMPETITVELY

EMPLOYED

/n this discussion we present another example of the process to be

used bltprogram managers in investigating problematic. attainment; this

tithe using a client-level data element ins tead of an agency-level measure.

As in Example One, ifilause comparative state;.level data: The s'ine.type of

analYsis can be used to determine patterns of perfprmance within states.

(Di Strict, Region, Area, or 'Office comparisons.)

The Problem

Far the example,slet us assume that for data element S(i).; percent

26 closures competitively.employed, a goal of three such placements in-

faur rehabilitations (75%)'has been_established.. In the results of data

element S(i), three of.the six pretest states showed problematic attain-
_ .

ment. These states,'X, Y, and Z, have 74%, 73.5i; and 42.2% of z6 closures

competitively employed, respectiv . Agencies X ind Y aregeneral or

combined agencies. Agency Z se es the blind. Ordinarily, Agency Z would
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be compared with other similar prograns and perhaps would have,a different

"standard." But for illustrative purposes, these three agencies areexam-

ined together.

First Level Indicators' (see Appendix A, Standard S,,Data Element 1

-The potential,problem identified is that a significantly large pro-

po7ion,of 26-closures are not being placed into .competitive employment.

With this in mind, the first question asked by th'e.program manager is

"What,happened to thase non-competitively employed 2.6 closureP" T9

answer this, the program manager goes to the R-300's for 26 closur.s and

selects for-Work status at closure;

This investigation reveals the following information:

0 Table S

Categories ofNon-Competitive Pfacements

as g. Percentage of Total Placement .

k,

X Y Z

Sheltered Workshops 11.3% 0:7% 11.1%
,

Business EnterpriSe
Program - - 2.2%

Homimakers, . 13.6% 26.0% 43.3%

Unpaid Family Aters 1.1%
,

- 1.1%

TOTAL . 26.0%46.7%, 57.7%

(Available on the R-300)

1

,

9

A

Of course, this infarmatiqn cannotip interprited in4ependently; it

needs a qualifier to put it in.the necessary dontext. Once ihe program

ganager knowi the placement pattern-Althe non-competitively employed 26

closures, the next question to be answered is "Are these non-competitive

closures'appropriate?" More important, "Is ihis'whai the clients wanted?"

To answer this, the.program.managerragain.goes to the R-300's for 26

S.

oe.

it 92

-
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,

'Olosures, and gets vocational goals vs.- outcome information (data element
. _

,)

5(iii)).

The findings from this investigation follows:

Table 16

,

ci

Comparisons of.Work Status Objectives ahd.Outcomes

. , .

,

.

X( Y Z

WORK STATUS-OBJECTIVE

Competitiye Goal -

, .

.

Non-Competitive Goal .

.,

WORK STATUSOUTCOME .

,

.Competiiive Outc6me .

Non-Competitive Outcome ,

9BJEdTIVE AND-OUtCOME .

,

CompAitive Goal - Competitive Outcorie ' --71.0%

CompetitiYe Goal - Non-Competitiire Outcome

Non-Competitive Goal - Competitiire Outcome,

NonlCompetitive.Goal -'han-Campetitiye'Outcome

f

80.Sk,

19.5%

.

' 74.4%

25:6%

9.5%

-3.1%-

16:6%

76.0%

24.0%

73.3%

26.7%

73.0%

_3.0k

10.3%-

23.7%-

45.5%

54.5%

_

42.0%

58.0%

- i
.

J

38.6%

6.8%

3.4%

51.1%

6r
4

)1- . .
.

Wi9-4his information being udd in cohjunc#on with the work status

at.alosure Csee previous Able), the prdgram manager is now in a position
._._

_ .
c

to make some_cpnclusions kj0Ut agency performance.

0ri thesurface: for Agency X, the "under-achievement:' factor (competi-
,

tive goal and non-campetitive'outcome) seemA 6 be:very high (9.5%);

But also notice that Agrncy X has the-highe4 percentage of 'clients

desiring competitive employment as fheir vocational golf. In-the:absence

of information of past performance (and performances of other states), .

Agency X seems to hive encouraged mday of their clients to strive for cam-
.

petitive:emplbyment. While a large.percentage of-clients deslring com-
,

petitive employment did not achieve this (9.5%), Agency X seeis to have

made an e4fort to maximize thlir rate of competitively employed 26'plo4ures:

Of those Ii(3%sompetitive1y emp t ey are almost evenly distribuIdd.,
t 1
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between sheltered workshop employees and homemakers. This would indicate

that there is little or no creaming of clients into the homemaker status.

) 7

, Based on these considerations and the closeness of the,performance (74%)

to the norm, Agency X's attainment on this data element does not appear

problematic.

Agency Y shows a high cor7elation between'vocational goal and outcome.

The "overachievers" (clients with non7competitive goals and competitive

outcomes) and "underachievers" (competitiVe goals and non-competitive

outcomes) have been minimized. Upon seeing the high correlation between

goal and outcome, the program manager would want to examine this far other

similar states as well. The manager might find that few states have such. -.

a high goal-outcame correlationship, since it is perfectly acceptable for

clients' and counselors' views an an appropriate vocationa2 goal to change

as th pr gram progresses. If this investigation reveals a potential prob-

lem, th manager might want'to go to another step aad examine.expenditure

per closure (as in the previous example) to see if the effort is being made

to persuade clients to strive for a higher goal. Another area taat may

a problematic is the use of the hamemaker,status. We find taat practic-

ally all of the nan-competitilie closurei were closed as homemakers (264

homemakers out of 26.7% nan-competitively employed). As Such, same

(hypothetical) recommendati far action for Agency Y are possible:

1. Persuade counselors an clients to'strive for a higher closure

status than homemake . Use performance measures to reward.

"higher" closures and provide incentive for vocational

placement.

Direct counselors iot to overuse the homemaker status, but to

use the other noicompetitive statuses, or try for competitive ,

emploiment.

Agency Z shows e highest percentage of clients desi4ng non-

competitive employment. As the sole blind agency in this itnalysis, this

agency's figures differ frork,the otffer two. As preViously mentio ed,

comparisons should ordinarily be made wtth like states. Over SO% of Agency

26 closures strived for and achieved non-competitive employment. Most

of these w4e homemakers (43.3%),' or employees in sheltered workshops (11.1%).
,

;.

94
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For a blind agency, is a figure of 42% appropriate for competitive employ-

Ment, or too low? (At this point, the program manager would want to compare

the percentage of competitively employed 26 cfOsures in Agency Z to another

similar blind agency. 'In.our pretest, there were no other bliad agencies.

Bui, for the purposes of this exercise, let us assume that 42% is too low

and that the result could be improved. Also, exogenous factors in Agency

Z might influence the possibility for competitive employment. All these

factors would influence an actual Investigation.) Recommendations (hypo-

thetical) for Agency Z for action include:

1. Provide incentives for counselors and clients to strive for

competitive employment placements.

2. Initiate a job development program to stimulate the creation

of placement opportunities in competitive settings.

Thus, in this particular example, one state agency does not, in fact,

appear to have a "problem" on this element. For the other two, specific

actions can be formulated. In the example, we used an arbitrary-perform-

ance level to flag problems. An agency might adopt such a level as a

policy, and set annual goals, or use previous performare as.a benchmark.

Oise the previous level, if it is acceptable, or plan far mm increase, if

previous levels were too 100..

In both examples, we see how simple program measures, used in juxta-

position.with.other.measures and,program knowledge, can be used to identify

particular-system components that may need attention. By themselves, most

program measures give an incomplete picture at best, or may be confusing.

But used,as part of a step-by-step logical examination of Program-Rerform-

oace, these measures can provide program insight. ApPendix A of this report

:provides tables,like Table 6 in this'chapter, for other performance stand-

ards data elementi, pluA a step-by-step guide to 'thq..logiCal sequence of

_data compariions. This Appendix is intended to be,used.as i'guide to the

kinds of analysis'described in this chapter. An agency may introduce other

data and program information which is available to support aid enrich the

,1k analysii.,

Some of the "branches" in the logic trees for the data elements sug-

gest that further statistical work,may_be necessary. In.our model, such
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analysis is only suggested after

a. numberof hypopeses
rrelected.

niques which have been developed

EVALUATION RESEARCH*
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several branches have been explored, *and'.

There arel number of statistical tech-16

in prograft'evaluation research.

_

In investigating prob lematic attainment,.there will be times when

further statistical analysis will be required, to.identify possible problems

and corrective actions. Data sources for the statistical analysis in such

evaluatian research will be many'and varied.

resulting.fram routine r eporting within the

I.

the R-300;

case reviews;

_closure aMd follow-up surveys;

the ag;ncy-level standard stati6tical reporting farms;

First are those.sources

these include:Proirram;

caseload statistics;

summari6 of agency arganization,ty pes, resources, intetnal

Procedurei, and service provision patterns; and

the MIS and FMIS.

tiam to routine program reporting, other important data sources

include ormation from other federal ageniies and departments, and

special studies contucted by RSA, or by contract research. For'example,
7

the/Apartments of Labor and Commerce may provide useful information an
...

natianai economic trends and labor market conditions. And special studies

may be conducted for several reasons: to generate new knowledge on var-

iables hypothesized to impact on program success; to further study or

valid,te the relationship between program success and independent factors

that already have been observed to impact on program success.; or to update

and/or proyide informatidn needed to test a "full" causal model of program

success (examplgs here.include the.needs for data an client motivation

and "counselor effort" by client).

For the most part, agency-level evaluation research will rely on

alreaciy-published *data, usually based on the full population of VR

clients. Data sources here include the program data boolç and information

on client,characteristics and caseload'tatistics. Aggregate data on

6

,
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performance will.be merged with infermation fro other prograth reports

(e.g., on costs, numbers served, services offered, and case reviews)

and from data received from non-RSA sources (e.g., an.economic and labor'

market trends). This pool of aggregated'data will prdVidethe bulk

_of information used in the agency-level evaluation research.

Evaluation research may require same analysis that, calls far client
c

data that is not regularly collected. If this is the case, such addi-
,

tional data collection chouldbe done on a smaller sample of clients.
y

Part of the data collection for the standards data elements is already

based on samples of clients, e.g., the closure survey,,the case review.

New data co lection to support a client-level analysis wauld be on a ane-

time-only, -needed basis and not part of the data collection system.

Eval tian research is intended to supplement the reports of state -

VR agency attainment an.the standards. After such reports have been sub-

mitted,)they will undergo review by program evaluators and managers, who

will make preliminary determina4oht of the necessity for evaluation

research. .

The most important question for the evaluation.reseamth component

aancerns the types and levels af analysis for the research. Firs , two

types of data. collection and of analysis are.noted. Then, tWo It els of

statistical data analysis, Micro and macro, operational studies and

statistical data studies, are described.

_Types of Data Collection and of Analysis: Operationa Studies,vs.

Statistical Data Studies

SO far all of the data collection that has been described has been

of a. "quantitative' nature, which is usually associated with evaluation

researah. However, there is a whole other style of data collection

that is useful in evaluation researth that is, more qualitative. No

attempt will be made here to specify the myriad-typeslof qualitative

data collection -- there is.a vast.kiterature on the subject (see e.g.,

Cook and Reichardt, or Bogdan and Taylor, or.Daug) as). The techniques

of participant observation, of unstructured interviewing, or of in-

vestigative social research could all.be used to'identify possible

problems,and corrective actions. In the VR field, there is already a

97
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scructure fot slich data collection, around the PARs or SMARs. The point

is, that in the 'face of increasing data processing capabilities, theyery

important role f qualitative information must not be-lost. ,

These operational siudies can be used to generate hypotheses toite

.tested viaNstatistical data analyses,,or can be useallo understand the

findings from the statisticaidata analyses. Some of the qualitative

information collected in the operational studies could be turned into

quantitative'data, usually at the,ordinal or nominal level of measurement:

Levels of Statistical Data Analysis

One of the first choices that must be made.in deciding on the kindsH.

of statistical data.analysis to dp is the Choice of a level of analyiis.
4*

Once,the alalar Choice betWelen a micro and macro level .of analysis is made,

the analyst Chooses the unit of analysis. Belaw, the difference between

Micro and macro analysis is described.. Then, the relative advantages and

disadvantages of a macro level of analysis are presentee. %

Mitro and Macro

The,difference between a micro and a macro level of analysis is

.primaxily a exaction,of the perspective.ofthe analyst- In economics,

a micro level of analysis for understanding consumption focuses on the.

.individual consumeri;'however, ainicro level of analysis for understanding

production focuses On the firm, a much.larger unit of analysis. While'

ane analyst's micro level of analysis,may be another analyst's macro level

of analysis, a crude but simple acioss-the-board distinction is helpful.

Simply, a micro level of analysis is at the level of the smallest pos-

sible unit of analysis, with a maCrc levelof analysis at some larger

unit of analysiS, subsuming many of.the micro units of analysis.

' 'For social service delivery syAtems, at the micro level of analysis

the unit of alysis is usually the individual client. At the macro level'

of analysis the unit of analysis could be the counselor, the office, the

district or region, or the state VR agency; im each case several,mict'o

units of,analysis, i.e., clients, are subsumed under the macro unit of

analysis.,

f.18
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A-macro level of analysis for understanding social service delivery
. .

systems. his several definite advantages over a micro level of analysis:

, 1. Certain planning and policy'questions frequently asked are mpero

questions. The attempt to set standards to guide the prformance of \\,
.0,

state VR agenciescis a macro concern; the question is not whether indivi-
-,

e
dual clients are receiving quality'services, i1c., but whether the agency

as a whole pemforms well.

2. Given the short length of time clients are in most social service

, delivery $ystems, changes in the system over longer periods of time cannot

be analyzed using micro data. Even in a year-to-year analysis, there are

also problems in linking data for a given client. Of coUrse, there is

some possibility of panel analysis,,but this is difficult and expensive.

As such, with macro data time series analysis becomes a possibility.

3. The Measuryment of a macro phenomenon can be fundamentally dif- )

ferent from that ok a micro phenomenon. Here, the advantage of a macro /

an;lsis is that the contextual effects of a particular-program-with

spec.c organizational/structure,:cliets, and services can be assayed.

No clients in different promms may have the same characterictics amd.
,

receive the same services; however, the organizational structure and the

!nix of other services and clients might result in a much different impact.

4. Another advantage of a macro model is the aid in the examination
,

pf the effect of 'environment. A strong emphasis is placed in this analysis

on the role:of environment as a liMiting amd ma additi'ft force. It is very

difficult to measure the environment at the individual client level
/..

Even

?14

if such measure thment were possible, ere would be li variation from

client to client, especially for those served by the same office ar in the

same local area: For example, the uneMployment rate is only measurable

at a macro level. If adSigned to each individual in thearea or other
v

macro definitian, thimh no variable would exist; there would be no varia-

tion, thereby preventing arr analysis. 6

.5. Di a micro analysis individual differences and peculiarities

come to the fare. In a macro analysis, these effects are wiped out.

Neither is necessarily better. Sbmetimes the emphasis is on larger

structural effects, and for this macro analysis is better.

Ip
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. Micro data can always be aggregated, wherlls disaggregation of

macro data is often difficult and sometimes impossible.. Thus, micro is

often preferred'to macro. However, in social service delivery systems

some data are available at the macro level which are not available at the

miCro level.

7. Certain concepts for understanding certain behaviors in afsocial

service delivery system are macro concepts. For example, to understand

client selection, the concept of population-atTrisk is netessary, and

this conceptiis a macro concept.,

K1Both macro- and micro,analysis aie necessary for evaluation"rfsearch

for the data-based decision support system. For'VR evaluation, micro

analysis refers to client-level analysis, although some macro data:CO.1d

be included in that analysis (e.g., attaching counselor characteristics

to client information). Macro analysis refers to agency-level analysis.
, .

The focus of the federal standards system is on state VR agency behavior"

mld, for ISA or national reporting, the-macro level may be more usefdl.
,

Micro analysis of subunits within the states, and of counselor behavior,

will be more useful. to individual state VR agencies.
.

..

Decision support is a termthat covers the activity of using standards.'
.

information ani otherprogram information to answer questions about
,

the
,

state's attainment in the prcmision of rehabilitation services. Through

the creative.use of this Approach to employing program'information, man-

agers can work in the identification of practices and environmentai con- .,

I
/

ditions affecting attainment. r

.1,

100
IP

,
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V/, THE PROGRAM STANDARDS EVALUATIOMSYSTEM REPORTS

In the preceding chapters, we nave reviewed the standardsand their

data element measures, and illustrated how these measures can be Used to

diagnose agency problems and point to corrective actions. To assist

agencies in use of the standards system, we propose a-series of routine

report s'to shoW state perf rmance on the erements, both internally and in

relationihip to the es. Lp additin, a set'af designs for displays

of related data tems, usefdl for deciion support system analysis, is

part of-the repo ng system. Both types of reports are intended to

clearly represent standards findlngs to agency management. The reports

have been designed in formats for computer generation.

The standards reporting system brings tagether the various sources

of standards input data so that a partic9lar agency's attainment for a

specific time period'can be compared to its objdctives far the period.

In additiqn, the repbrting syitem will grovide the program. managers with

the caiabiliiy to flag.and investigate problematicattainment, as we.shall

dpscribe subsequently. To do these two things, the reporting system has

been designed to: 6

keep tra8"k of past,performance as well as current expectationS;

present the findings in an eav to use, easy tb understand way,
t

hasizing graphical presentati6nswithaut unwieldly repais,

as well as plain numbers;

maie sure that:the report g of results.occurs in a timely

ffshion, so that futur rformance can be influenced.

The standards system uses inpUt °data routinely generated even now in,many

state agenciescinternal informatian systems. Thus, the evaluation stand-

ards /sYsteipi could be readily adapted by individual state agencie's for their

use. The calculation of national norms would require a national.system

howevek.
6

;Tables 17, 18, 19, and 'llustrate reports that can be rouiinely

generated for ihe Perform ce Standards.. The first set of reports (one

state's example is seen,in Table 17) shall show achievement on each of the

I.

p.
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, Table:17
\ 4

ACHIEVEMENT ON PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
.

)

I

Year.: 1981

'State: California .
I

This 1980

This Years Nat'l' /0 I
of

Year Goal 1980 Norm
.

.

1. COVERAGE

(a) Clientsserved per 100,000
population , A XXX.X XXX.X . XXX.X XXX.X

(b) Percent severely disabled .

seri/ed Xx.xX XX.XX XX.XX XXX(
.-

2. COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND BENEFIT
C9ST RETURN

A

(a) Expendjtures per compet-
itively employed closure $XX.XXX' SXX.XXX $XX.XXX $Xx.XXX

(b) Expenditure per 26 dkos-
ure SXX.XXi $xx.xxx4xx.x(x $xx.xxx

(c) Ratio of total VR benefits
to total VR Costs - XX.XX -XX.XX, XX.XX

(d) Tota("net benefit from VR-1
serwices. XXXX.X XXXX.X XXXX.X XXXX.X

4* Aiw

.3. REHABILITATION RXTE

(a) Percent 26 closures XX.XX XX.XX * XX.XX- XiCXX

(b) Annual change in number
of 26 closures

4. ECONOMI. INDEPENDENCE

(a) Percent 26 closures with
weekly earnings at/above
ferat Minimum wage

(b) Comparison of earnings of' -

competitivelY employed 26
closures to earntngs of
employees in state

5. GAINFUL ACTIVITY

(a) percent 26 closures com-
petitively emprecii

(b) Percent competltively
employed 26 closures with
hourly earnings at/above '

federal minimum.wage

'xxxx

XX.XX

'xixx. xxxx

XX.XX

xxxx

XX.XX

X.XX X.XX x.x> x.xx

XX:XX -"xklxx xx.xx xx.xx

XX.XX XX.Xi XX.XX XX.XX

1 02
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Table 17 (continued) L j

Thfi 1980

This Years Nat'l

Year . Goal 1980 Norm

5. GAINFUL ACTIVITt (continued)

(c) Percent noncompetitively
employed 26Alosures showing'
ilmprovement ih fun ioning

and life status ';XX.XX .XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

6. CLIENT CHANGE

(a) Comparison of ebrnings before

arid after VR services SXXXX.XX $XXXX.XX SXXXX.XX SXXXX.XX"

(b) 6anges in other statuses
and functioning ability )iXX.X XXX.X* XXX.X XXX.X

7. RETENTION

(a) Percent 26 closures retain-
ing earnings at follow-up( XXX:* XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

(b)' Comparison of 26 closures
with public assistance as
primary source of support
at ctosure and at .fol.low-up. XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

(c). P,ercent noncompetit4vety
employed 26 closures
retaining closure skills

at follow-u0 XXXX XX.XX XX.XX. XX.XX

8. SATISFACTION-

(a) Percent'closed clients, f-
f

satisfiei with.overall
VR experience XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.,XX

(b) Percent'closed clients
satislied with:

i
.

,

counselor XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

.

,

Physical restoration XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

.
job training services t

XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

placement services XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XXrXX
-

(c) .P6rcent.26 closures judging
services received as useful

obtaining their job/ .

homemaker OftuAtion or in

current perfOrdance

t

.

t4
103

11,

XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX
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Table 18 '

ACHIEVEMENT ON PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: STATE COMPARISON

GENERAL AND COMBINED AGENCIES

A

Standard:) COV.ERFE

Data Element: (a) tlients'erved-per
100,000 Population

National Norm: XXX.X

This

This Years

AGENCY Year Goal 1980 1979 1978 1977

ALABAMA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXXX XXX.X XgX.X.

ALASKA XXX.X XXX.W XXX.X XXXX XXX.X XXX.X

ARIZONA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

ARKANSAS

CALIFORNIA

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

gXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXXX

XXX.X

XX.XX

COLORADO XXX.X XXX.X XX.X XXX.X gXX.X XXX.X

CONNECTICUT XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X. XXX.X glX.X XXX.X.

DELAWARE XXX.X. XXX.X XXX.X XXXX .XXX.X XXX.X

DrifitOF COLUMBIA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X .)(AX.X

FLORIM XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXXX XXX.X

GEORGIA,

GUAM

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXX.X

"Altg

XXXX

XXX.X

XXXX

XXX.X

XXX.X

XXXg

HAWAII XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X *kXg.X

IDAHO XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXXX

A
XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

INDIANA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXXX XXX.k. XXX.X

IOWA , XXX.X 7 xxx.x xxx.x .XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

KANSAS XXX.X XXX:X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

KENTUCKY XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXXX XXX.X

LOUISIANA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

MAINE _XXX.X XXX:k XXX.X XXX:X XXX.X XXX.X

7

(S.

.
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Table 18 (continued)
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BLIND AGENCIES

This

This
Years

AGENCY Year Goal . 1980 "1979 1978 1977

CONNECTICUT XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

DELAWARE XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

FLORIDA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

(IDAHO XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

IOWA xxx.x kxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

KANSAS XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

KENTUCKY XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

MASSACHUSETTS. XXX.X XXX.X 'XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

MICHIGAN XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

MINNESOTA i*X.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X.

MISSISSIPPI XXX.X XXX.X XXX.Xr XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

MISSOURI XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

4 MONTANA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

NEBRASKA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X.

NEW JERSEY XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

Ney. YORK XXX.X xgx.x XXX.X XXX.X 'XXX.X XXX.X

NORTH CAROLINA XXX.X XXX.X XX.X. XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

OREGON XXX.X XXXYX XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

PENNSYLVANIA , xxxc XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

RHODE Isupo. XXX.X XXX.X xXx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx..x

SOUTH CAROLINA- xxx.x Xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

TENNESSEE xxx.x xxx.i xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

1
TEXAS xxx.x xXx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

UTAH xxxtx xxx.X xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

VERMPNT XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

VIRGINIA XXX.X XXXA XXX.X XXX:X XXX.X XXX.X.

WASHINGTON XXX.X Xf.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X .XXX.X

i 05:
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./ Table 19

ACHIEVEMENT ON PERFORMANCE STANDARDS: SUSSTATE COMPAR/SONS

Standard: -1. Coverage

Data Element: (a) Clients Served per
100,000 POpulatton

State Goal: XXX.X

State Averige: XXX.X

...

Tills .

1

,

DISTRICT This, Years .

(OR OFFICE) Year Goat
,

,i980 19/9 1978 1977

A XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X vXXX.X
,

xxx.x XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X, XXX.X

C XXX.X XXX,X XXX.X XXX:X XXXA XXX.X
.

c
0 XXX:X XXXA XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

E
,

XXX.X. XXX.X XXX.X XXX,..X ,XXX4X XX.X
I

/

F XXX.X XXX.X -X1X.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

G XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

H XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X XXX.X

I
w .

A
S. 4

4

1

NO1.

1

Irao
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1. COVERAGE

«i

Table 20

ACHIEVEMENT ON PERFORMANCE STANDARRS
4 "I

) ALL AGENCIES .

Year:- 1981.

Nat'l Gen Com
Norm', eral Blind- bined

.

(a) Clients served per 100;000
population

(b) Percent severely disabled
seryed

2. 67STiFF1CTIVENESS,AND BENEFIT
COST RETURN

(a) Expenditures per competf'
tively employed closure

,

xxxg 'xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x

xx.xx xx.xx xx.xx xx.xx

sxx.xxx $xx.xxx sxx.xft -sxx.xxx

(b) Expenditure per 26 closure ; $XX.XXX SXX.XXX Cd.XXX $XX.XXX

(c) 'Ratio of total VR benefits
ta total VR costs ip.XX XX.X( . XX.XX XX.XX

-(d) Total net benefit from VR
- services -XXXX.X XXXX:X XXXX.X XXXX.i

3. REHABILITATION PrATE

(a) Percent 26 olosures XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

,(b) Annual ckange in number
Of 26 closures )XXXX XXXX, XXXX XXXX

1

4. ECONOMIC INDEPENDENCE

(a) Percent 26 closures with
weekly earnings at/above
'federal minimum wage XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX-.XX .

(b) Comparison of earnings oj
0 competitively employed 26

clopres to earnifigs of
emptoyees in state

5. GAINFUL ACTIVITY

Ca) Percent 24 closures com
petitivelypmployed

(b) Percent competitively
employed 26 closures with
hourly earnings at/above
federal miilimum wage

X.XX X.XX X.Xx LXX

, XX.XX XX.XX XX:XX XX.XX

xx.xx xx.xx

11)7

XX.XX XX.XX
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.Table 204.ontinued)

.,
5. , GAINFUL'ACTIVITYCcontinued)

.

.

..

. .s. -

..

. .. , *.

(c)"..:Percert nokompetitively .1
r

employed 26-closures Showing
,

_ .

.- ,improveMent in functioning ,

.

,

---. . . and life_status XX.XX XI4XX XX.XX = XX.XX

.4' 'a . ak'l ...
. I.

6
,

,
e 6..,.-1CLIENT CHANGE

Ca0 Coriparisdn of 4arnings
.

.

k.

Gen?Nat'l Com-'

Blind
'-

Norm enal pined

'

t

-"-t

A

before and after VR
;services SXXXX.XX SXXXX.XX SXXXX.XX SXXXX.XX

(I)) Changes in other rtatuses'

aid functionTng ability . XXX.X

RETENTION

(a) Percent 26 closures retai.n-
ins/ earqings at toll-caw-up

(b) Comparison of 26 closures
with public assistance as
primary source of support
at closyre and at follow-up

.

Cc) Percent
*
noncompetitively

employed 26 closures
retaining_closure skills
at follow-up

8. SATISFACTIONr

(a) Percent closedions f

XX.XX

XXX.X' ,XXX.X ,XXX.X

XX.X(. XX.XZ XX.X

xx,xx xx.xx gx.xx xx.xx

xx.xx xx.xx 'xx.xx xx.xx

satisfied with overall .

yR experience XX.XX , IX.XX IX.XX XXX(

CI)) Percenlolosed'clients
satisfTid with:

counselor XX.XX .IX.XX 'XX.XX XX.XX

physical restorLon XX.XX XX.XX , XX;XX XX.XX

fob training services XX.XX XX.XX 'XX.XX. , XX.XX

.placement services .
XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX XX.XX

Cc) Percent 26 cloiUres judging
-

services received'as useful 4

in obtaining their. job/
.

homemaker-situation or in ;

. . airrent performance ,XX'.XX XX.kX , XX.XX

,

lob
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standards for 4 given agendy. 'In addition to shring this year's perform-
. .

ance, the table also will shOw.the state's goal for the year, 'ts last

years performance, and the previous'year's nationp norm. ith this

informatian, agencies can-,see howfsucc sfUl they were in meeti4 their

goali.for each of the dati 'elements. They Can also compare thiS. Year's

* .

lerformance with last yearisto see where hey have.and have not improved. -

linally, ager-noieS"can Assess their current performance in relation to

recent national norms.- This t4e of report gives pre= managers an over- -

all View of(agency iirformance whileat the same time pointing out specific

strengths and weaknesses,'current,* and oler.tiMe. If problematic attain-

ment is identihed, the data based decision support sys;em can be used to

.assist manlers in daignosing and correcting the problem. A particul4r

advantage of most of the-system reports (Tables 17 and 19) is that their

"turnaround" time can,be relatively short because the reports use only the

individual agency's data (anda previous, year's national norm). Computing-

current yearnational or regional noTns for-Tables 18 aad 20 requird; data

submissions frau( ail relevapfstates.
.\

In additian; national teports should be-Prepared by RSA and/or the

Council of State Administratbls:Of Vocational.Rehabilitation for each data

element that will diselay all agencies' peribrmance an each particUlar
I.

eaement., Table 18 shows an example for data element 1(i). ihis year's
, ,

ioaD4s well as performance in the four-previous years can be presented.

Agencies can .useithe information to compare their performance ami their

goals tp other similar agenciei. By providing data for the four previous

years', trindS aver time can be analyzed. Agencies and RSA will be able to
4

,dettermine if performance has steadily improved over time or if this year's

per&mance is noticeably different than previous years. States are listed
,

in alphabetical order; they could easily be sorted and listed:by regian,

by trpe of agency, ar by perfbrmance. Looking at the nationa:l data'in

Tabie 18, a state VR agency could even expand the national data autput dis

played in Table 17 if deSired.
\ I

/

Table 19 has an output design like Table 18, but shows information by

substate unit. (Regions, Areas, Districts, Offices, or Counselors can be

used,in this breakdown, according to agency administrative structure and
.

,

size.) This report is useful for examining problem .areas within states,

to.accouni for problematic performance at the state leve .. .

/109
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Table 20 shows an example report of national performahce for ea.ch data
element for all agencies, 'and for general, combined, and blind agencies.
This allows a prograi-wide view of performance in VR.

These three types of reports can be generated routinely fipr all: of
the agenciis and all of the data elements. They provide information in.
abrief, easy-to-read formaiS In additiozi, RSA and the agencies will. haxe
the capability to use the standards information, to generite special purptite .

reports, analyses, and graphic displaysi For exaMple, the basic reports
could be ran separately fbr special populations. These may take 'the form

of statistical reports or of graphic ciisplays.
The system calls for access to a number of suppoiting information .

items uieful in.,analyritig and. interpreting the routine reports. These

informatioa items feed. into the deraSion-support sit= discusseetarlier.
Used. or any problems that.emereg e. in the agency's standards performance,
program managers will inspect particular information itemk keyed to the-

various standards data elements. 1

Thar displays. air the poLlowing pages are tcr be used. to follo% the
decisiort trees itepp.br-step; they illustrate possible displays- for an
interactive computer system. A complete set of these displays, for- the-

:performance standards data elements,. can be found: witto the corresponding_
'Acisiont tree tables # Appendix A, og this =part.

1 I u

411.
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,1

Figure S

ExanAnalsis
of Rehabilitation Problemt

, DISPLAY 1.2.0

1PI

PRIMARY PROBLEM: THE PERCENTAGE OF THE CASELOAD THAT.IS SEVERELY DISABLED
IS TCO DOW

TEST lieRST LEVEL INDICATORS): REHABILITATION RATES FOR SDs COMPARABLE
TO AGENCY REHABILITATION RATE?

# SEVERELY DISABLED IN CASELOAD

XXXX (NORM)

XXXX (VALUE) Alt

XXXX (NORM)

=cc (SD IIATE)

A. TOO LOW? B. LOWER THAN AGENCY RATE?

YES YES

NO NO

IF NO TO BOTH A. ABD B., GO TO DISPLAY 1.2.1

IF NO TO A., YES TO B., GO TO DISPLAY 1.2.2

IF YES TO A.,'NO TO'S., GO TO*DISPLAY 1.2.3

IF YES TO BOTH A. AND B., GO TO DISPLAYS 1.2.2 AND 1.2.3

.

1 1

1
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Figure 5 (continued)

DISPLAY 1.2.1

SECONDARY PROBLEM: THE PERCENTAGE OF THE CASELOAD THAT IS SEVERELY DISABLED_
IS TOO LOW, BUT THE\NUMBER OF SEVERELY DISABLED CLIENTS
-MEETS'AGENCY STANDARDS AND THE REHABILITATION ATE OF
THESE CLIENTS IS CLOSE, TO THE OVERALL AGENCY RATE OR BETTER.

1

TEST (SECOND-LEVEL INDIGATOR):. DOES THIS REPRESENT EXCESSrVE COSTS?

4

COST/CLOSURE (D.E. 211):

TOO HIGH? .YES .

NO

A. ANALYZE COSTS leS.D., NON-S.D.
IF NOT:

TO SEE IF COSTS ARE-COMPARABLE.

B. EXAMINE S.D. cam DIN CASE REVIEW TQ DETERMINE IF T.001RUOk IS SPENT
... ON, THE CASES .

a, a

IF -YES:

C. GO TO DISPLAY 2.2.0

IF.NO, LOW PERFORMANCE ON THIS DATA ELEMENT DOES NOT INDICATE A PROBLEM

112



Figure S.(continued)i

.105
J

A

.

DISPLAY 1.2,2

4.

SECONDARY PROBLEM: THE PERCENTAGE OF THE CASELO4D THAT IS SEVERELY DISABLED IS
TOO LOW, THB NUMBER OF S.D. CLIENTS 'VETS AGENCY STANDARDS,
BUT THEIR REHABILITATION RJE IS LOWgR THAN THE.OVERALL

, AGENak RATE 4

- .
.TEST (SECOND LEVEL INDICATOR): EXAMINE THE RATE AND TTAELINESS FOR S. CUENTS

TIME IN 'PROCESS

Xxxx .(SDs)

XXXX (NOR:4

1

LONGER TIME FOR SERVICE?.t_

YES

NO

ZIA

. IF YES, FORECAST CLOSURE DATES AND ANALYZE FUTURE COMPARABLE RgTES TO

TEST FOR LONG-RUN STABILITY ax THIS ELEMBIT

4

ANALYZE NON-SUCCESSFUL SDs TO DETERMIWE REASONS FOR LOWER REkOBILITAT/ON

113
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-4)rure S..(continued)

DISPLAY 1.2.5

SECONUARY PROBLEM: THE PERCENTAGE1OF THE *CASELOAD THAT It SEVERELY DISABLED IS II

TOO LOW, THE NUMBER OF S.D. CLIENTS IS TOO LOW; THOSE gLIENTS1/4

DO, HOWEVER, HAVE A SUCCESS.RATE CLOSE TO THE-AGENCY RATE
BETTER

TEST (SECOND LEVEL INDICATORS): THE PROBLEM IS EITHER IN,LOW APPLICATION OF
SDs, OR IN THE ACCEPTANCE RATE, OR BOTH

# 02s SD
.40

TOO LOW?

YES

,

NO'

(VALUE) XXXX

(NORM) XXXX

IF #,02s SD IS TOO LOW, REVIEWOUTREACH PROCEDURES TO INCREASE NUMBER OF

ELIGIBLE SD APPLICANTS.

% CLOSED 0% BY REASM OF SEVERITY:

(VALUE) XXXX

(NORM), XXXX

TOO HICd?

YES

1!)

L

340

IF YES, DOACASE REVIEWS TO EXAMINE THE CASES CLOSED TOO SEVERE TO

ASCERTAIN rP CRithRIA FOR ACCEPTANCE ARE TOO LIMITED. -

It'
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'VII. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND THEJSE OF THE STANDAIIDS SYSTLM

, In this finai chapter, the role the standards syltem will play in the

44VR system is discussed, with an Axample of the use of the standards system.

The actors who will bet"aking,the correction actions are identified. The

need for evaluating awl changing the standards systeg over time is diicussed.
k

Finally, some comments on implementing the standards system are made.

N\
4

A REVIEW OFHE PROGRAM MANAGERS' USE OP THE STANDARDS SYSTEM
-

The steps in management-use ire:

,(1),RSA and state/ VR agancies set Objectives ón iiEh of the stan-

dards data eiem7its for the cycle of aperation; f

(2) Reporting system flags problematic attainment by\a particular

state VR agency on a particular data element;

(3) RSA program managers mmi state VII agency program manager usihg

the decision suppart_system identify a possible problem awi_ .

corrective actions; mmi

'(4) Correction actions arestaken bY the various actors in the VR

system.

An abbreviated example of the program managers' use of the'standards

system follows. Considerthe clear vocational thrust of the VR program'.

While there are several mahifestatieons of this thrust, oimportant goal

for VR is economic independence far the disabled client. Thi goal is
4

represented in the revised standards bi Performance Standard,4.

The data elements for this standard are based on the eeasia:Tement of weekly

earning at closure. Suppose.the reporting.SysteM identified a %tte

agency th a low.level of achievement for this s andaia, compared to its.

performakce. expectation: The data Sased decisi suppoi7 system would be

used to entify why the state agency had this level of attainment and make

recommendations about how to improve thepagency's performance. First, --

-progrmn managers would try to.identify problems using the information in

115
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- the standards reportihg system and the logic of,the decision support sys-

tei. The analysis may readily identify the aCtion steps necessary to

prove petformance, or, more stitistical analysis may be necessary. sing

macro (agency-specific) analysis, we might find that, after contr ling

far other factors, what explains'low performance on earningsfis the ntimbe.r

of severely disabled in the caseload. However, no "action" lot management

is evident. Certainly, one would not recommend servinlv.fewer severely -

disabled, given the priority far themln the 1973 legislation. More

evaluation, in the form of client-level analysis, might identify that cer-

tain services aremore useful in combination for obtaining higher paying

jobs for the severely disabled. Possible corrective actions include: -the

issuance of an Information Memorandum on the usefulness df certain services

far the severely disablid, perhaps giving*vuCh services priority; technigl

assistance by the regional office to help state agencies in the provisiar)

off.such services;.training of counsiors by state agencies4n the use of

these services; funding of researdh, evaluation, ai demonstrations by'RSA

for 'service provision,to the severely disabled, thereby involving the DePart-

meat ofEducation, OMB, and Congress; and promulgatian af new regulations

*
'by RSA if needed. )

ACTORS AND CORRECTTVE ACT/ONS,

Th )e actors with responsibility for makin changes in the standards

systet are the same as in the VR systei at large: 'Congress, OMB, Depart-

ment of Education, RSA, Regional Offices ofRehabilitation Services, state'

governments, and state VR agencies. The set of actors and aSsociited types

of correctiye aétions are en below.

, Actors

Congress, OMB, Department of
Education

RSA

1 16

Types of Corrective Actions

Funding levels
Allocation formulas
Priorities to client groups

Procedural'requirements

Regulations
Monitdring
Evaluation .

Research (along with NINR)
Program development'
Guidance materials
Training programs
Demonstrations

4
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L,

Regional Offices Technical assistance to state
VR agenEies

.Dissemination of information
DiffUsion of innovations
Training

State Governments Funding levels

State VR AgencieS Same is RSA-(e.g., regulations,
evaluation)

Eligibility determination dhanges
Counselor training
Case managementdhanges

--Service provision dhanges
Management of sub-units (e.g.,

districts, offices)

I

EVALUATING THE STANDARDS SYSTEM OVER TIME

-

The criteria far evaluatingthe revised standards system are very

simple. The most important evaluative criterion is whether the ittainment

of the-state VR agencies is improving in the areas measured by,the stan.3

dards data ei1emen,9: While it may be very difficult o prove that the

cause of the improvement waS.the implementation of the standards, at

least the attainipent of the agencies after the implementation can be

compgred to their-attainment before the_implementation. The sec, eval-

uation criterion is whether the state VR agencies are meeting their objec-

tives. If they never meet their-objectives, then the objective setting

zrocess is not working properly. Lf they always meet their objectives,

.then the process is also not working properly. Identifying for which

state VR agenciei, for which data elements, or for both in combination,

which objectives are not being met, will indicate where attention needs

to be paid in the standards system. The third evaluative criterion is

whether the program managers find the system useful. Pr1gram managers

, should.be regularly canvassed for their recommendations.

CHANGING THE STANDARDS SYSTEM

A key word for the standards system should be flexibility. A the

standards system operates, Overal factors outside the system may ange:

fr. ihe goals and functions of the VR program may change, necessitating

changes in the standards;

117 AP
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reporting,within or without VR may change,_changing what will

be availabll for the reporting system;

the actors,and ;floes of corrective actions possibly may Change;

actions taken by state VR agencies might push the VR program

ia undesirable-directions, ae state program managers try to

.respond to the standards system, thus requiring additional

standards or changed cipectations; and

the achievement of the staliPVR agencies may not be improving

over time.

..rnumber of factors inside the system may need change: ,

some data elements may be found to have lower data quality than

is acceptable, and thus require new procedures or even replacement;

some of the data collectiog activities may require change, because

of logistical problems;

difficulties in the reporting system andrin the reporting cycle

m4r arise; and

objective* being set may not be correct.

As such, RSA must monitor the operation of the standards system over.

time.- In the beginning, the system should especially be closely monitored,

so that prolalems can be discovered early. RSA must be ready to change the

data elements in the standards system as needed.

IMPLEMENTING ME STANDARDS SYSTEM

/a its design of a standards'system ant in this presentation of the

analytic paradigm, BPA has tried to:

clearly identify the benefits ofthe use of the standards

to the state agencies and to RSA staff;

make the presentation of the paradigm as clear as possible; and

,keep eventual utilizatiOn in mind througho4.
s

To :;mplement this system, state. VR agencies and RSA shoUld involve, from

the very beginning, those program managers and others who will have to act

on the standards --state or RSA staff, agencies or regions, the datacom-
.

mittee of CSAVR, and other users of the standardl. State VR agencies and

RSA should aiso "sell" the standards syStem, through widespread promulgation,

and agency endorsement. 1 6

I.
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APPENDIX B

DIMENSIONS OF 4 METHOD FOR SETTING OBJECTIVES

Implicit in methods for setting objectives are many different choices

to!be made in designing's. method. These various choices are characterized

below as dimensions of a method of setting objectives. In effect, a com-.

bination of choices along all of the dimensions defines a particular method.

Given the number of dimensions and gradations along each, a very large num-

ber of methods can be generated. Rather than to be used to identify all

passible methods, the discussion below is to be used to delineite the many

issues around the final decisions an a method to be recommended.

The dimensions along which a method for setting Objectives can differ.

include:

ftu general vs. agency-specific objectives';

technical vs. normative approach;

MiniM)um irs. maximum objectives;

logical vs. nil logical basis for level;

historically vs. ahistorically derived objectives;

co national vs. sub-national comparisons;

4", objectives far agency vs. for sub-agencyi

adjusted vs. unadjusted objectives;

siugledata element objectives vs. incorporating relationships

into objective setting;

Stipulated vs. nekotiated objectives; and

general vs. standard specific methods.

General vs. Agency-Specific ,Objectives

The Simplest dimension to consideris Whether tp set these objectives

for all:agencies a.; once, orwhether to tailorthe objeciLre to individual.

VR agenci . While for certiin stindards general levels of:attainment

4 mightUtak sense, for example iu the area of compliancevith the IWRP re-

quireinent, far most standards an igency'by agency ietting of objectives

125
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seems necessary. The differences between agencies are great enough to war-

rant this individual attention in the objective setting process.

Technical vs. Normative

One of the most important dimensions alang which methods of.setting

objectives elm differ ii that of a technical vs. normative. approach. A

technical approach tries to-make the setting of objectives "objective,"

amd thus preferred. Supposedly, values and norms are-not part of such an

approach. Of course, however;, there are methodological decisions in any

technical approach that must be made "non-technically."

The existing national averages approach for the/\current standards is

a. technical approach. Used prospectivelk, such a system uses the national

average as the level of attainient. However, the choice-of a measure of

central tendency for the level in and of itself is a. noimative choice.

Why not set the level at the highest agency's level of attainment?

Moreover, there are myriad measures of central tendency to choose Ermn.

Why not use the median? These methodological choices will clearly change

the levels of attainment set.

The-previous BPA proposal for the revised standards is,also a. technidal-

--approach.-.A clearnormative camponemt of this approach 4-however, is askinv,_

agencies in the low category to improve ISO,. in the maltwi category 125%,

and in the high category 75%. Choosing to ask more of the less well per-
,

forming agencies is clessly &normative choice.

One-very technical method considered by BPA is i multivariate predictive

'method. Such a method would use a time series-cross section data base of

attainment data and possible predictors to generate a statistical predic-

tion of what the level-of attainment for a pariicular agency will be in

the nexi time period. The aata-base would include dati.far all VR agencies

far several years. Possible predictors for ,a particular data.element wouild

inclUde other data elements and their component patts,,measures of the

eiviTonment, budget figures, client-characteristids, measum,of_staff_ia-

puts; measures of services, etc. Of.course, as-is true foreall_methods

relying-partially or wholly am past attainment, far this syStem what has

been becomes what shall be.
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Using the normative approach, the objectives would be set by RSA on

the basis of where the state VR agency "should" go, without recourse to

technical analytis. Such an approidh seems to have been taken in setting

objectives'for ;he SSDI/SSI-VR Special Program.

It is clear that all methods for setting objectives will include some

mix of the techicaI and the normative. It is also clear that technical

.solutions pravide no panacea for the difficult probleMs in'designing a

method for setting obiectives. No simply technical solution is possible.

Mini= vs. Maximum

Another 4erydmpartant distinction is between minimum and maximum

obActives. It is one thing to say that ma agency-should rehabilitate at

least 80% of its, clients at/or above minimum wage, and another,that each

agency should attain the ideal (e.v, 100%). With minimums, many agencies

are likely to achieve their objective; with mavimums, agencies will Likely

always,be striving toward the ideal goal.

Anather way ta see this distinction is to look at the differences bet-
%

weem "reasonableand ''optimal" expectations. Witkminimmobjectives,
-1

the emphmts is Usually on what is reasonable mai feasible-for-ma agency --

although minimum expectations could beset "unreasonablyr,zat 99%:,,for-
_

example; Optimal expectations imply that the agency operfte at what the

economists call-the frontier of the productian possibilities CUTVe, squeez-

ing,the most out of-the agency's resources.

The questian thraughout is which method will lead to better attainient._

The trick would sees to be to set minim= or maximums just out of the

agency's reach. The agelcy would not find such Objectives unreasonable,

but the agency would aLsa.nat find, the expectation.too eaSy to meet. The'.

point is-to'get as much movement aut of tip agency as possible.
.

, The proper setting of thiS just-out-Off-reach level-is yirrdifficult,

hawevet.. An analysis of existing data tells how,the agencies are currently'
_

Operating:: Whether they araoperating effiCiently cannotAwdetermined

fromrthe analysis' of aggregate data. Thus, only ifons.,.is willing to assume

efficiamt operation can one use the empirical levels of attainment o gen-

erataaptimal expectations, This. suggests-that the Method for setting
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objectives will have to be a trial and error one, with-flexibility built

in, to allow for the "right" level to be obtained through adjustment.

Logical vs. No Logical Basis

Some of the data elements have built into them a logical minimum or

maximam. For example, the cost benefit ratio has a logical minimum of 1.0,

under which costs are greater than benefits.. For another example, the

percentage with minimum wage has a logical maximum of 100%.-- no agency

can do better. However, ia spite of what would'seem a logical minimum or

maximum; there are diffiCulties ia using these as expected levels. For

example, an agency will probably always serve some clients for wham employ-

ment is not a goal. It is 100% minus the percentage of such clients which

is the-logiCal maximum -- if the validity of serving 'such clients is allowed.

Thus, logical minimums aad M2X1=15 cannot be completely reliedupon as a

metho for setting objeFtives.

: -

Historically vs. Ahistorically DeriVed

One-way to set the objectives is to set them an the basis of the his--

.tarical'perlarmance of the 'FR agency. One method Whicki*:_histprically-

basedis described below.

A state is judged aa thebasis of the amount of 'improvement it is able

to mgke fram year to year towardrachieving the'goal. i. a itate had

80%-achievement of a:goal one.yeairand 88% the next,.then the attaiaent

level would be concerfted.with the rate of the change (her, 10%) ar th. -

the percent of the "gap" close4 (heie, 8/20 or 40%). the level far 4s,.
tYpe of progress cauld be specified a,number of ways. For example, on way

would be simply to establish a. fixed minimum.- All states shall make X%

progress bps year to.year toward. achieving the goal.--Alternatively,

siatistical norms could be devised. Far instancel "underachieversf!-might..

be-ihose with the lowest rates ofprOgress, orwith the least progress in

7. Closidif the' gap. It seeas clear.tiiit the historical pattern for a particu-

lir agency, or far agencies in general, should be included somehow_in the,

setting of objectives.

.1



National-vS. Sub-National Comparisons

Both the current method and the previous BPA proposal for the revised

standards are based in large part:On national comparisons. The first

question, of course,-is whether an agency should be compared to any other

agencies In the process of setting objectives. Whether or not the answer

to that question is yes, comparison is useful, even if just for background

information.

The second question is whether the comparison should be to all other

agencies, the national comparison,, or to some subset of other agencieit

The amount of diversity among the 80-odd agencies is staggering, so that

some subset'seems useful. Natural subsets are available, large vs. small

agencies, genera/ vs. blind vs. combined agencies, or the.agencies in the
01

various federal regions. But, there is diversity there also:

A couple of approaches are possible to ideniify comparable agencies:-
.-

The first is to ask the VR agencies themselves, and to ask RSA personnel,

what agencies they think are comparable. The questioning could focus on

one "sister" agency or am a list of five or-more com-parable agencies. The

second. is io use existing data. on the agencies to empirically_defineLsimilar.

agencies, through the family of tichniques known is ntmerical taxonomy.

-7-Whatever method is used to define comparable agencies, having a-subset.

af'such agencies SOCMS useful. However, the'very real. differencee_between_

agencies somewhat limit the role of coiparable agenCies' attainment in set-

ting objectives for a particular agency. -

POT Agency vs. For Sub-Agency

The standards are clearly targeted for the state VR agencY. As such,

--
the standards are not concerned gorse. with sub-agency unip. Within a.

state, units such as regions, districts, offices, Or even the individual

counselors could. be the target of Performance and Procedural Program Stan-
.. .

datds. However, in the federal/state-VR system, these,Sub-agency Units

are not the focus. Thus, in this standards system, the= method far setting
,
objectives for the agency does not have-to deal.with the teparate problem

.

of specifying objectives for the sub--agency Units. State VR agencies are4

. free to set their own.sub-objectives if desired, and free to choose a

method for setting these objectives.

12
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Adjusted vs. Unadpisted Objectives

Another poisibility is comparability adjustments to adjuSt state VR

agency attainment. There would be aajustments to current attainment,

adjusting', for example, a 70% competitive employment figfire up to 80%,

/
or down to 63%. However, this same level of reasoning could be used to

adjust objectives, turning a cost-benefit ratio objective of 1.0 into

1.25.
.f

Three needs for comparability adiustMents are identified. First, VR

agencies differ in factari.partially beyond the control of die agency,

such as unemployment rate, the disabled population, and agency funding.

Second, the VR agencies differ in client selection, in the kinds and'dif-

ficulty of clients that end up being served by the agency. Third, com-

,
parability adjustments are necessary to prevent the perverse behavior

usually 'associated with standards systems as different incelitives and

disincentives are created.

a spite Of the need for comparability adjustments, the data ind

methods far making these needed adjustments were found not to be avail-

able.: There is no easily obtainable, agreed-on comparabilitr adjuotment..

The closest candidate was a client difficulry index, similar to-a:weighted

casektlosure. Far-that reason, BPA recommended the inclusion-of such

index in the reporting system, and makes that same recommendation here.

Single Objectives vs. Incorporating Relationships

In the Analytic Paradigm, the relationships among the standards.were

discussed. That discussion has'implications for the settinitof objectilies.

The levels of attainMent could be set independently for each data element,

without regard to the.relationships among data elements. In that wan...the

trade-offs involved would not be directli faced. The7problem, however,

is not now easily resolvable.. The best that can be said-is that these

trade-offs will have to be understood in the objective-setting process,

though the objectives will be set data element by data element.

'1
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Stipulated vs. Negotiated Objectives

A further dimensions of...methods used to set objectives for state VR

agency performance is whether RSA will take a top-down stance and once
_

and for all set the objectives for the state VR agency, or whether the

agency is to participate in the:objective setting process. This is not
_

tO 'iiy' that aa agenci, would set its awn objectives. The point is whether

the. agency will have the chance to respond to the expectations, present-

ing arguments and evidence of unusual situationi or of unknown obstacles.
_

In this negotiation process, the."unreasonableness" of objectives can be

somewhat resolved.

General---vs.- Standard Speciiic Methods

Implicit in- the disctission of the other dimensions is that the method

of setting Objectives could. be diffeient for each standard, even for each

data element. For example, if not enough is known about a particular dzta

element ta,provide a clear picture of what good performance should look

like, then rim objective might be set for that data element. Or, for epmple,-

-Under the cost effectiveness staniaid, the benefit cost rates could have a-

general minim= objective set at 1.0, but the discounted net present value
- .

could be set by comparison with other agencies of the same size.

41.
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